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1.0 Introduction 

1. Pursuant to an order (the “Initial Order”) issued by the Ontario Superior Court of
Justice (Commercial List) (the “Court”) on September 14, 2023 (the “Filing Date”),
BioSteel Sports Nutrition Inc. (“BioSteel Canada”) was granted protection under the
Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-36, as amended (the
“CCAA”). The Initial Order, among other things, provided for a statutory ten-day stay
of proceedings in favour of BioSteel Canada (the “Stay of Proceedings”) and
appointed KSV Restructuring Inc. as the monitor of BioSteel Canada (in such
capacity, the “Monitor”).

2. BioSteel Canada, operating on an integrated basis with BioSteel Sports Nutrition USA
LLC (“BioSteel US”) and BioSteel Manufacturing LLC (“BioSteel Manufacturing”), was
a sports nutrition and hydration company focused on high-quality ingredients with a
strong presence in the professional sports market. The Stay of Proceedings under the
Initial Order was also extended to BioSteel US and BioSteel Manufacturing.

3. On September 17, 2023, BioSteel Canada filed a petition for recognition of its CCAA
proceeding pursuant to Chapter 15 of Title 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code
(the “Bankruptcy Code”) with the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern
District of Texas, Houston Division (the “US Bankruptcy Court”). On October 11, 2023,
the US Bankruptcy Court entered an order recognizing these CCAA proceedings as
a foreign main proceeding under Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code.

Court File No.: CV-23-00706033-00CL 
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4. Following a comeback hearing on September 21, 2023, the Court issued:

a) an order that, among other things, approved a sale and investment solicitation
process in the form appended as Schedule “A” thereto (the “SISP”) to be
conducted by BioSteel Canada, with the assistance of Greenhill & Co. Canada
Ltd. (in such capacity, the “Financial Advisor”) and under the oversight of the
Monitor; and

b) an Amended and Restated Initial Order (the “ARIO”) that, among other things:

• extended the Stay of Proceedings to and including November 17, 2023;
and

• approved the retention of the Financial Advisor, nunc pro tunc, pursuant
to an agreement dated August 24, 2023 between BioSteel Canada and
the Financial Advisor (the “Greenhill Engagement Letter”) and granted a
charge on BioSteel Canada’s property and assets in favour of the
Financial Advisor to the maximum amount of US $2.5 million to secure the
payment of a transaction fee (the “Transaction Fee”) payable under the
Greenhill Engagement Letter (the “Transaction Fee Charge” and together
with the “Administration Charge” and “Directors’ Charge” granted under
the Initial Order and amended pursuant to the ARIO, the “Charges”).

5. The SISP was carried out in accordance with its terms and culminated in two
transactions:

a) a transaction (the “BioSteel Canada Transaction”) between BioSteel Canada
and DC Holdings Ltd. d/b/a Coachwood Group of Companies (“DC Holdings”)
pursuant to an Asset Purchase Agreement dated November 9, 2023 (the
“BioSteel Canada Purchase Agreement”), for the sale of, among other things,
certain inventory, intellectual property and related assets; and

b) a transaction (the “Manufacturing Transaction”, and together with the “BioSteel
Canada Transaction, the “Transactions”) between BioSteel Manufacturing and
Gregory Packaging Inc. (“GPI”) pursuant to an Asset Purchase Agreement
dated November 9, 2023 (the “Manufacturing Purchase Agreement”), for the
sale of substantially all of the assets of BioSteel Manufacturing, including
equipment and inventory.

6. On November 16, 2023, the Court issued the following Orders:

a) an order that, among other things:

• added BioSteel Manufacturing and BioSteel US as applicants in these
CCAA proceedings with such rights, protections, and obligations as are
afforded to BioSteel Canada in these CCAA proceedings, and extending
the Charges to the Property (as defined in the ARIO) of BioSteel
Manufacturing and BioSteel US (together with BioSteel Canada, the
“Applicants”); and
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• extended the Stay of Proceedings until and including January 31, 2024;

b) an approval and vesting order in respect of the BioSteel Canada Transaction
(the “BioSteel Canada AVO”) that, among other things:

• approved the BioSteel Canada Transaction; and

• upon closing, transferred and vested in DC Holdings all of BioSteel
Canada’s right, title and interest in and to the Purchased Assets (as
defined in the BioSteel Canada Purchase Agreement) free and clear of
and from any and all claims, liabilities, liens, and encumbrances; and

c) an approval and vesting order in respect of the Manufacturing Transaction (the
“BioSteel Manufacturing AVO”) that, among other things:

• approved the Manufacturing Transaction;

• upon closing, transferred and vested in GPI, all of BioSteel
Manufacturing’s right, title and interest in and to the Purchased Assets (as
defined in the Manufacturing Purchase Agreement) free and clear of and
from any and all claims, liabilities, liens, and encumbrances; and

• assigned all rights and obligations of BioSteel Manufacturing in respect of
the lease for industrial operating space in Verona, Virginia.

7. On November 30, 2023, the US Bankruptcy Court entered the following orders:

a) an order recognizing the CCAA proceedings of BioSteel US and BioSteel
Manufacturing as foreign main proceedings and giving full force and effect to all
prior orders of the Court in the United States;

b) an order recognizing and enforcing the BioSteel Canada AVO, including
approving and authorizing all terms of the BioSteel Canada Purchase
Agreement and all transactions contemplated thereby; and

c) an order recognizing and enforcing the BioSteel Manufacturing AVO, including
approving and authorizing all terms of the Manufacturing Purchase Agreement
and all transactions contemplated thereby.

8. On November 30, 2023, following the granting of the orders by the US Bankruptcy
Court, the Transactions closed in accordance with the terms of the respective
purchase agreements (the “Closing Date”).

9. On December 14, 2023 the Court issued an order (the “Distribution and Enhanced
Powers Order”), among other things:
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a) authorizing BioSteel Canada, at such time or times as it determines appropriate,
to make one or more distributions to its secured creditor, Canopy Growth
Corporation (“Canopy”), subject to the terms of the order;

b) authorizing BioSteel Manufacturing and BioSteel US, at such time or times as it
determines appropriate, to make one or more distributions to the Administrative
Agent (as defined therein), subject to the terms of the order;

c) granting the Monitor enhanced powers to direct the Applicants through the
remaining post-closing activities, including the ability to enter into agreements
on behalf of the Applicants for the realization and/or sale of all of the Applicants’
remaining assets and undertakings; and

d) extending the Stay of Proceedings until and including April 30, 2024.

10. On December 22, 2023, the US Bankruptcy Court entered an order recognizing and
enforcing the Distribution and Enhanced Powers Order.

11. The remaining steps in these CCAA proceedings are to: (i) complete sales for the
remaining inventory that was not subject to the BioSteel Canada Transaction or the
Manufacturing Transaction; (ii) distribute all remaining cash to the Applicants’ ranking
secured creditor; and (iii) wind down the remaining business.

1.1 Purposes of this Report 

1. The purposes of this report (the “Fourth Report”) are to:

a) provide background information regarding the Applicants and these CCAA
proceedings;

b) provide a status update with respect to certain issues and the efforts of the
Applicants and the Monitor to resolve these issues; and

c) provide the Monitor’s recommendation that the Court issue an order (the
“Remaining Inventory Sale Transaction Order”), among other things, authorizing
the Monitor, on behalf of BioSteel Canada, to sell its remaining US inventory to
BioSteel Sports Inc., an entity related to DC Holdings, pursuant to the
Remaining Inventory Sale Agreement, and approving the Remaining Inventory
Sale Agreement and the Remaining Inventory Sale Transaction (each as
defined below).

1.2 Restrictions 

1. In preparing this Fourth Report, the Monitor has relied upon the Applicants’ audited
and unaudited financial information, books and records and discussions with the
Applicants’ management, their legal counsel (Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP) and
Financial Advisor.
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2. The Monitor has not audited or otherwise attempted to verify the accuracy or
completeness of the financial information relied on to prepare this Fourth Report in a
manner that complies with Canadian Auditing Standards (“CAS”) pursuant to the
Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada Handbook and, accordingly, the
Monitor expresses no opinion or other form of assurance contemplated under the CAS
in respect of such information. Any party wishing to place reliance on the financial
information should perform its own diligence.

1.3 Currency 

1. Unless otherwise noted, all currency references in this Fourth Report are in Canadian
dollars.

2.0 Background 

2.1 Overview 

1. The affidavit of Sarah Eskandari sworn September 13, 2023, in support of the CCAA
application provides background information with respect to the Applicants’ business
and operations, including the reasons for the commencement of these CCAA
proceedings. Accordingly, that information is not repeated in this Fourth Report.

2. BioSteel produced consumer products, including ready-to-drink sports drinks
(“RTDs”), hydration mixes and supplements, which were available at retailers across
Canada, the United States and online. Immediately prior to the commencement of
these CCAA proceedings, each of BioSteel Canada, BioSteel US, and BioSteel
Manufacturing placed its respective businesses into hibernation in order to limit
operating costs during the SISP. Limited staff has remained at the expense of Canopy
and its affiliate throughout these CCAA proceedings in order to, among other things,
support the SISP and the negotiation and closing of the Transactions, and allow the
BioSteel entities to maintain limited operations in order to maintain enterprise value in
support of the foregoing and dispose of the remaining assets post closing.

3. Court materials, notices and other information relating to these proceedings, including
the materials filed by the Applicants and the Reports of the Monitor, are available on
the Monitor’s website at the following link:
www.ksvadvisory.com/experience/case/biosteel.

3.0 Sales of Excluded Inventory 

1. Pursuant to the BioSteel Canada Transaction, DC Holdings purchased, among other
things, BioSteel Canada’s intangible assets, intellectual property, formulas and
recipes, certain specified fixed assets, furniture and fixtures, and all of BioSteel
Canada’s inventory, except for Excluded Inventory (which is defined as finished goods
inventory, excluding non-consumable merchandise, owned by BioSteel Canada that
is packaged and immediately available for sale as of the Closing Date and located in
the United States). The treatment of the Excluded Inventory with a shelf life of greater
than 19 months from the Closing Date that was not subject to any encumbrance (the
“Qualified Inventory”) is subject to section 5.7 of the BioSteel Canada Purchase
Agreement, which provides in relevant part:

http://www.ksvadvisory.com/experience/case/biosteel
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a) at any time from the Closing Date until 120 days following the Closing Date (the
“Sale Period”), DC Holdings shall have the exclusive right to sell the Qualified
Inventory on behalf of BioSteel Canada through BioSteel Canada’s distribution
channels at a price that may be agreed to in writing by BioSteel Canada and DC
Holdings. In these circumstances, DC Holdings is entitled to a fee of 10% of the
net sales in respect of the Qualified Inventory; and

b) on or prior to the end of the Sale Period, DC Holdings shall have the right to
acquire any of the Qualified Inventory that was not sold in accordance with the
above.

2. The BioSteel Canada Purchase Agreement also provides in section 5.8 that BioSteel
Canada is permitted to sell any Excluded Inventory that is not Qualified Inventory (the
“Unqualified Inventory”) from and after the Closing Date in its sole and absolute
discretion, provided that such inventory would not be sold to consumers located in
Canada or to wholesalers for purposes of resale in Canada. A copy of the BioSteel
Canada Purchase Agreement is attached hereto at Appendix “A”.

3. Since the Closing Date, BioSteel Canada, with the oversight of the Monitor, has
continued its online sales of the remaining Excluded Inventory in the ordinary course.
In accordance with the BioSteel Canada Purchase Agreement and the Distribution
and Enhanced Powers Order, which authorizes the Monitor to execute agreements
on behalf of the Applicants, the Monitor, on behalf of BioSteel Canada, has also
entered into certain “spot sale agreements” that contemplate the sale of all of the
remaining Excluded Inventory. Specifically, since the Closing Date:

a) BioSteel Canada, with the oversight of the Monitor, has completed various
online sales of Excluded Inventory with an aggregate value of approximately US
$396,000;

b) the Monitor, on behalf of BioSteel Canada, has entered into six incremental sale
agreements between December 22, 2023 to February 16, 2024 contemplating
the sale of certain Unqualified Inventory to three third parties with an aggregate
value of approximately US $590,587 (the “Incremental Sale Agreements” and
the transactions contemplated thereby the “Incremental Sale Transactions”);
and

c) the Monitor, on behalf of BioSteel Canada, has entered into an agreement dated
February 16, 2024 contemplating the sale of all remaining Excluded Inventory
(including Qualified and Unqualified Inventory) owned by BioSteel Canada and
not sold pursuant to the Incremental Sale Transactions above for US
$1,160,811, plus applicable HST, to BioSteel Sports Inc., an entity affiliated with
DC Holdings (the “Remaining Inventory Sale Agreement” and the transaction
contemplated therein, the “Remaining Inventory Sale Transaction”). The
purchaser, BioSteel Sports Inc., has provided the Monitor with proof of funding
in respect of this transaction. The Remaining Inventory Sale Agreement
contemplates payment occurring within two business days of Court approval. A
copy of the Remaining Inventory Sale Agreement is attached hereto at Appendix
“B”.

4. The online sales, the Incremental Sale Transactions and the Remaining Inventory
Sale Transaction achieve incremental value for BioSteel Canada’s estate following
the closing of the BioSteel Canada Transaction. These transactions represent the
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best value for the Excluded Inventory in the circumstances following approximately 
two and half months of additional marketing, discussions and negotiations by the 
Monitor on behalf of BioSteel Canada. Once the Remaining Inventory Sale 
Transaction is completed, all of the Excluded Inventory will be sold, which will result 
in the saving of storage and destruction costs going forward for BioSteel Canada and 
will allow the Monitor to significantly advance the wind down of the Applicants’ 
remaining business. 

5. Paragraph 12(a) of the ARIO provides that the Applicants may only dispose of
redundant or non-material assets not exceeding CAD $500,000 in any one transaction
or CAD $2,000,000 in the aggregate. Given that the Incremental Sale Agreements do
not, individually or in the aggregate, exceed either of the thresholds in the ARIO, the
Monitor is of the view that Court approval was not and is not required. However, the
Remaining Inventory Sale Agreement results in the CAD $500,000 single transaction
threshold provided in the ARIO being exceeded, and if included together with the
Incremental Sale Agreements, would result in the CAD $2,000,000 aggregate
transaction threshold being exceeded.

6. While the sales of the Qualified Inventory and Unqualified Inventory were approved in
the BioSteel Canada AVO, the BioSteel Canada Asset Purchase Agreement did not
dictate the consideration to be paid for the inventory. Given the sale thresholds in the
ARIO are exceeded in respect of the Remaining Inventory Sale Transaction, the
Monitor is seeking this Court’s authorization to sell the remaining Excluded Inventory
on behalf of BioSteel Canada, and approval of the Remaining Inventory Sale
Transaction. The Monitor is supportive of the Remaining Inventory Sale Agreement
as: (i) the Remaining Inventory Sale Transaction, together with the online sales and
the Incremental Sale Transactions, achieve the best value for the Excluded Inventory
in the circumstances; (ii) the Remaining Inventory Sale Transaction is supported by
Canopy and its affiliate, being the only stakeholders with an economic interest in these
CCAA proceedings; (iii) the Remaining Inventory Sale Transaction is permissible
under the BioSteel Canada Purchase Agreement as the BioSteel Canada Purchase
Agreement contemplated that DC Holdings could purchase the remaining Qualified
Inventory, and that any party can purchase the Unqualified Inventory; (iv) completion
of the Remaining Inventory Sale Transaction will expedite the wind down of the
Applicants’ business; and (v) the Monitor believes that the approval of the Remaining
Inventory Sale Transaction is in the best interests of the Applicants and their
stakeholders, and does not believe any stakeholder is prejudiced by such approval.

7. The Monitor intends to serve this motion on all of the warehouses currently holding
the remaining inventory.

4.0 Other matters 

4.1 Coldhaus Dispute 

1. As described in the Monitor’s Third Report dated December 12, 2023 (the “Third
Report”), Coldhaus Direct Inc. (formerly Coldhaus Distribution Inc.) (“Coldhaus”) is a
provider of warehousing and distribution services to BioSteel pursuant to a distribution
agreement dated January 27, 2021, as amended (the “Distribution Agreement”), and
a warehouse fulfillment agreement dated as of February 10, 2021, as amended (the
“Warehouse Fulfillment Agreement”). On the warehousing side of the business,
BioSteel would pay Coldhaus to provide storage, packing and shipping of BioSteel-
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owned finished product to various retailers and other outlets. On the distribution side, 
Coldhaus would purchase finished product from BioSteel and had the right to sell such 
products as a non-exclusive distributor for specified trade channels defined in the 
Distribution Agreement as the “Territory”. 

2. On January 31, 2024, the Monitor’s legal counsel served a Notice of Motion seeking
an order, among other things:

a) declaring that ColdHaus is liable to BioSteel Canada in the amount of
$7,292,800 in relation to amounts that are due and payable to BioSteel Canada
in connection with the Warehouse Fulfillment Agreement and the Distribution
Agreement arranged during the pre-filing period;

b) directing ColdHaus to pay such amount to BioSteel Canada within five (5)
business days; and

c) directing that ColdHaus pay the legal costs and other expenses of the Monitor
and the Applicants incurred in connection with their dealings with ColdHaus in
relation to these matters, on a substantial indemnity basis or other appropriate
scale.

3. The Monitor is not seeking to schedule a hearing in respect of the ColdHaus Notice
of Motion at this time, but may do so at a later date should a consensual path not be
viable.

4.2 Australian Inventory 

1. As described in more detail in the Third Report, during these CCAA proceedings, the
Applicants made the Monitor aware of certain RTD inventory which was being held at
a storage facility in Australia (the “Australian Inventory”). Due to the aged and
potentially contaminated state of the Australian Inventory, and the potential for liability
related to distribution of the inventory through a liquidator, the Applicants informed the
Monitor that they intended to destroy the Australian Inventory. The Applicants advised
that the Australian Inventory had no value and required the Applicants to incur
average storage costs of approximately US $12,729 per month (based on the last
three months).

2. Subsequent to the Third Report, the Monitor directed the storage facility to destroy
the remaining Australian Inventory to prevent the incurrence of continued storage and
warehousing fees. On February 13, 2023, the Monitor was informed by the storage
facility that payment for the destruction had been received and action had been taken
to advance destruction of the Australian Inventory.
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EXECUTION VERSION 

 

ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is made as of the 9th day of November, 2023 (the “Effective Date”) 

AMONG: 

BIOSTEEL SPORTS NUTRITION INC., a corporation 

incorporated pursuant to the laws of Canada (“BioSteel” or the 

“Vendor”) 

– and – 

DC HOLDINGS LTD., dba Coachwood Group of Companies, 

a corporation incorporated pursuant to the laws of Ontario (the 

“Purchaser”) 

WHEREAS: 

A. Pursuant to the Order of the Honourable Justice Cavanagh of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice 

(Commercial List)  (the “Court”) issued September 14, 2023 (as may be further amended or amended and 

restated from time to time, the “Initial Order”), the BioSteel was granted, among other things, creditor 

protection under the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.C-36, as amended (the 

“CCAA”), and KSV Restructuring Inc. was appointed as Monitor of the BioSteel (in such capacity, the 

“Monitor”). 

B. In connection with the proceedings initiated by the Initial Order (the “CCAA Proceedings”), on 

September 21, 2023, BioSteel sought and obtained an order of the Court approving, among other things, a 

sale and investment solicitation process (the “SISP”), to be conducted by BioSteel, with the assistance of 

its advisors and under the oversight of the Monitor, to solicit interest in, and opportunities for, one or more 

or any combination of executable transactions involving the business and/or assets of BioSteel and/or the 

equity or all or substantially all of the assets of each of its affiliates, BioSteel Sports Nutrition USA LLC 

and BioSteel Manufacturing LLC. 

C.  In accordance with the terms of the SISP, the Purchaser has submitted an offer to purchase the 

Purchased Assets (as defined herein) from the Vendor.  

D. The Vendor wishes to sell to the Purchaser, and the Purchaser wishes to purchase from the Vendor, 

the Purchased Assets, subject to, and in accordance with, the terms and conditions set out in this Agreement. 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth in this Agreement 

and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby irrevocably 

acknowledged, the parties hereto (collectively, the “Parties”, and each, a “Party”) hereby acknowledge 

and agree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1  

INTERPRETATION 

1.1 Definitions 

Unless something in the subject matter or context is inconsistent therewith, the terms defined herein shall 

have the following meanings: 

“Advertising” means any public notice, representation or promotional and marketing activities, in 

each case, of the Vendor, that is intended to attract attention to the Excluded Inventory for sale by 

the Vendor. 
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“Affiliate” has the meaning given to the term “affiliate” in the Business Corporations Act (Ontario). 

“Agreement” means this asset purchase agreement, including any schedules or exhibits appended 

to this asset purchase agreement, in each case as may be supplemented, amended or amended and 

restated from time to time in accordance with the terms hereof, with the consent of the Monitor, 

and “Article” and “Section” mean and refer to the specified article, section and subsection of this 

Agreement. 

“Applicable Law” means, in respect of any Person, property, transaction or event, any: (i) domestic 

or foreign statute, law (including the common law), ordinance, rule, regulation, treaty, restriction, 

regulatory policy, standard, code, directive, decree or guideline, by-law or order; (ii) judicial, 

arbitral, administrative, ministerial, departmental or regulatory judgments, orders, decisions, 

rulings, instruments or awards of any Governmental Authority; and (iii) policies, practices, 

standards, guidelines and protocols having the force of law, that applies in whole or in part to such 

Person, property, transaction or event.  

“Approval and Vesting Order” means an order of the Court, in form and substance satisfactory 

to the Purchaser, BioSteel and the Monitor, each acting reasonably, among other things, approving 

and authorizing this Agreement and the Transaction and vesting in the Purchaser (or as it may 

direct) all the right, title and interest of BioSteel in and to the Purchased Assets owned by BioSteel 

free and clear of Encumbrances, Liability or Claims. 

“Assignment and Assumption Agreement” means an assignment and assumption agreement 

evidencing the assignment to the Purchaser of the Vendors’ interest in, to and under the Assumed 

Contracts and the assumption by the Purchaser of all of the Assumed Liabilities, in form and 

substance satisfactory to the Parties, acting reasonably. 

“Assumed Contracts” means the Underlying Contracts that the Purchaser has elected to assume 

from the Vendor in accordance with Section 2.3, if any, including as such Assumed Contracts may 

be amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time.  

“Assumed Liabilities” means all Liabilities under any Assumed Contract, solely in respect of the 

period from and after the Closing Time and not relating to any default existing prior to or as a 

consequence of Closing. 

“Authorization” means any authorization, approval, consent, concession, exemption, license, 

lease, grant, permit, franchise, right, privilege or no-action letter from any Governmental Authority 

having jurisdiction with respect to any specified Person, property, transaction or event, or with 

respect to any of such Person’s property or business and affairs or from any Person in connection 

with any easements, contractual rights or other matters. 

“BioSteel” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto. 

“Books and Records” means all files, documents, instruments, papers, books and records (whether 

stored or maintained in hard copy, digital or electronic format or otherwise), including Tax and 

accounting books and records, used or intended for use by, and in the possession of the Vendor or 

its Affiliates in connection with the ownership or operation of the Purchased Assets.  

“Business” means the business conducted by the Vendor, being BioSteel. 

“Business Day” means a day on which banks are open for business in Toronto, Ontario, but does 

not include a Saturday, Sunday or statutory holiday in the Province of Ontario. 
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“Cash Purchase Price” has the meaning set out in Section 3.3(b). 

“CCAA” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto. 

“CCAA Proceedings” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto. 

“Claims” means any civil, criminal, administrative, regulatory, arbitral or investigative inquiry, 

action, suit, investigation or proceeding and any claim of any nature or kind (including any cross-

claim or counterclaim), demand, investigation, audit, chose in or cause of action, suit, default, 

assessment or reassessment, litigation, prosecution, third party action, arbitral proceeding or 

proceeding, complaint or allegation, by or before any Person, complaints, grievance, petition, 

application, charge, investigation, indictment, prosecution, judgement, debt, liability, damage, or 

loss, contingent or otherwise, whether liquidated or unliquidated, matured or unmatured, known or 

unknown, disputed or undisputed, contractual, legal or equitable. 

“Closing” means the closing and consummation of the Transaction. 

“Closing Date” means the date that is five (5) Business Days after the date upon which the 

conditions set forth in ARTICLE 7 have been satisfied or waived, other than any conditions set 

forth in ARTICLE 7 that by their terms are to be satisfied or waived at the Closing (or such other 

earlier or later date as may be agreed by the Vendor and the Purchaser in writing, each acting 

reasonably); provided that the Closing Date shall be no later than the Outside Date. 

“Closing Time” means 12:01 a.m. (Toronto time) on the Closing Date or such other time on the 

Closing Date as the Parties agree in writing that the Closing Time shall take place.  

“Court” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto. 

“Cure Costs” means, in respect of an Assumed Contract, all amounts, costs, fees and expenses 

required to be paid to secure a counterparty’s or any other necessary Person’s consent to the 

assignment of such Assumed Contract.  

“Data Room” means the virtual data room as of 12:00 a.m. (Toronto time) on the date of this 

Agreement, relating to the business and affairs of the Vendor, access to which has been provided 

to the Purchaser. 

“Deposit” has the meaning set out in Section 3.3(a). 

“Effective Date” has the meaning set out in the preamble hereto. 

“Employee” means any individual who is employed by Canopy Growth Corporation or Canopy 

Growth USA, LLC and in such capacity provided services to the Vendor immediately prior to the 

Closing Date. 

“Encumbrance” means any security interest, debenture, lien, Claim, charge, right of retention, 

trust, deemed trust, judgement, writ of seizure, writ of execution, notice of seizure, notice of 

execution, notice of sale, hypothec, reservation of ownership, pledge, encumbrance, assignment (as 

security), royalty interest, defect of title or adverse claim of any nature or kind, mortgage or right 

of a third party (including any contractual right, such as a purchase option, call or similar right of 

a third party in respect of securities, right of first refusal, right of first offer or any other pre-emptive 

contractual right) or encumbrance of any nature or kind whatsoever and any agreement, option or 

privilege (whether by law, contract or otherwise) capable of becoming any of the foregoing, 

(including any conditional sale or title retention agreement, or any capital or financing lease).  
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“Excise Tax Act” means the Excise Tax Act, RSC, 1985, c. E-15. 

“Excluded Assets” means those assets of the Vendor that are not Purchased Assets, which for 

greater certainty are listed at Schedule “C” hereto.   

“Excluded Inventory” means  

. 

“Excluded Liabilities” means all Liabilities of the Vendor relating to the operation of its Business 

prior to Closing, other than the Assumed Liabilities, if any.  

“General Conveyance” means a bill of sale and general conveyance evidencing the conveyance 

to the Purchaser of the Vendor’s interest in and to the Purchased Assets, in form and substance 

satisfactory to the Parties, acting reasonably.  

“Governmental Authority” means any domestic or foreign government, whether federal, 

provincial, state, territorial or municipal; and any governmental agency, ministry, department, court 

(including the Court), judicial body, regulatory authority, tribunal, commission, stock exchange, 

bureau, board or other instrumentality exercising or purporting to exercise legislative, judicial, 

regulatory or administrative functions of, or pertaining to, government or securities market 

regulation having jurisdiction over the Vendor, the Purchaser or the Purchased Assets.  

“GST/HST” means all goods and services tax and harmonized sales tax imposed under Part IX of 

the Excise Tax Act, and any provincial, territorial or foreign legislation imposing a similar value 

added or multi-staged tax. 

“Income Tax Act” means the Income Tax Act, RSC, 1985, c. 1 (5th Supp.). 

“Initial Order” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto. 

“Interim Period” means the period beginning on the Effective Date and ending at the Closing 

Time. 

“Intellectual Property” means all intellectual property rights, including any of the following: (i) 

patents and patent applications; (ii) registered and unregistered trademarks, service marks and trade 

names, pending trademark and service mark registration applications; (iii) registered and 

unregistered copyrights, and applications for registration of copyrights; and (iv) internet domain 

names. 

“IP Assignment Agreement” means an IP assignment agreement, in a form acceptable to the 

Parties acting reasonably, to be entered into by the Purchaser and the Vendor, pursuant to which 

the Vendor will assign to the Purchaser all of its rights, title and interests in the Purchased 

Intellectual Property. 

“Liability” means, with respect to any Person, any liability or obligation of such Person of any 

kind, character or description, whether known or unknown, absolute or contingent, accrued or 

unaccrued, disputed or undisputed, liquidated or unliquidated, secured or unsecured, joint or 

several, due or to become due, vested or unvested, executory, determined, determinable or 

otherwise, and whether or not the same is required to be accrued on the financial statements of such 

Person. 

“Licence Term” has the meaning set out in Section 5.8(e). 

“Monitor” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto. 
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“Monitor’s Certificate” means the certificate of the Monitor contemplated by the Approval and 

Vesting Order certifying that the Monitor has received written confirmation in form and substance 

satisfactory to the Monitor from the Parties that all conditions of Closing have been satisfied or 

waived by the applicable Parties and that the Monitor has received the Purchase Price. 

“Net Sales” means the aggregate sale proceeds of the Qualified Inventory actually paid to the 

Purchaser (on behalf of the Vendor) from customers in connection with a Qualified Sale (for the 

avoidance of doubt, net of any applicable GST/HST), less distribution costs, returns, allowances 

and discounts. 

“Organizational Documents” means any trust document, charter, certificate or articles of 

incorporation or amalgamation, articles of amendment, articles of association, articles of 

organization, articles of continuance, bylaws, partnership agreement or similar formation or 

governing documents of a Person (excluding individuals). 

“Outside Date” means 11:59 pm (Toronto time) on November 30, 2023 or such later date and time 

as the Vendor, with the consent of the Monitor, and the Purchaser may agree to in writing, each 

acting reasonably.  

“Parties” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto. 

“Party” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto. 

“Person” means any individual, partnership, limited partnership, limited liability company, joint 

venture, syndicate, sole proprietorship, company or corporation with or without share capital, 

unincorporated association, trust, trustee, executor, administrator or other legal personal 

representative, Governmental Authority or other entity however designated or constituted. 

“Purchased Assets” means all of the Vendor’s right, title and interest in and to the business, assets, 

properties, goodwill, rights and claims of the Vendor related to the Business on the Closing Date 

(excluding any rights or claims relating to or arising from any contract of the Vendor), wherever 

situated and of whatever kind and nature, real or personal, tangible or intangible, whether or not 

reflected in the Books and Records of the Vendors, including the assets listed at Schedule “B” 

hereto, in each case, other than Excluded Assets.  

“Purchased Intellectual Property” means the Intellectual Property comprising a part of the 

Purchased Assets. 

“Purchase Price” has the meaning set out in Section 3.1. 

“Purchaser” has the meaning set out the recitals hereto. 

“Qualified Inventory” has the meaning set out in Section 5.7(a). 

“Qualified Sale” has the meaning set out in Section 5.7(b). 

“Qualified Sale Fee” has the meaning set out in Section 5.7(b). 

"Return Fee” has the meaning set out in Section 5.8(e). 

“Returned Inventory” has the meaning set out in Section 5.8(e). 

“Sale Period” has the meaning set out in Section 5.7(a). 
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“SISP” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto.  

“Taxes” means, with respect to any Person, all national, federal, provincial, local or other taxes, 

including income taxes, capital gains taxes, value added taxes, severance taxes, ad valorem taxes, 

property taxes, capital taxes, net worth taxes, production taxes, sales taxes, use taxes, license taxes, 

excise taxes, environmental taxes, transfer taxes, withholding or similar taxes, payroll taxes, 

employment taxes, employer health taxes, pension plan premiums and contributions, workers’ 

compensation premiums, employment insurance or compensation premiums, stamp taxes, 

occupation taxes, premium taxes, alternative or add-on minimum taxes, GST/HST, customs duties, 

fees, assessments, imposts, levies and other charges of any kind whatsoever imposed or charged by 

any Governmental Authority, together with any interest, penalties, fines, or additions with respect 

thereto and any interest in respect of such additions or penalties and any Liability for the payment 

of any amounts of the type described in this paragraph as a result of any express or implied 

obligation to indemnify any other Person or as a result of being a transferee or successor in interest 

to any Person. 

“Transaction” means all of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, including the 

purchase and sale of the Purchased Assets. 

“Transfer Taxes” means all present and future transfer taxes, sales taxes, use taxes, production 

taxes, value-added taxes, goods and services taxes, land transfer taxes, registration and recording 

fees, conveyance fees, security interest filing or recording fees and any other similar or like taxes 

or charges imposed by a Governmental Authority, including any related penalties and interest, in 

connection with the sale, transfer or registration of the transfer of the Purchased Assets, including 

GST/HST. 

“Underlying Contracts” has the meaning set out in Section 2.3. 

“Unqualified Inventory” has the meaning set out in Section 5.8(a). 

“U.S. Court” means the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of Texas. 

 

“U.S. Recognition Order” means an order of the U.S. Court in form and substance satisfactory to 

the Purchaser, the Vendor and the Monitor, each acting reasonably, among other things, 

recognizing the Approval and Vesting Order. 

 

“Vendor” has the meaning set out in the recitals hereto. 

1.2 Interpretation Not Affected by Headings, etc. 

The division of this Agreement into Articles and Sections and the insertion of headings are for convenience 

of reference only and shall not affect the construction or interpretation of this Agreement. 

1.3 General Construction 

The terms “this Agreement”, “hereof”, “herein” and “hereunder” and similar expressions refer to this 

Agreement and not to any particular section hereof. The language used in this Agreement is the language 

chosen by the Parties to express their mutual intent, and no rule of strict construction shall be applied against 

any Party. 

1.4 Extended Meanings 

Words importing the singular include the plural and vice versa and words importing gender include all 

genders. The term “including” means “including, without limitation,” and such terms as “includes” have 
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similar meanings and the term “third party” means any other Person other than the Vendor or the Purchaser, 

or any Affiliates thereof. 

1.5 Currency 

All references in this Agreement to dollars, monetary amounts, or to $, are expressed in Canadian currency 

unless otherwise specifically indicated. 

1.6 Statutes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, any reference in this Agreement to a statute refers to such 

statute and all rules, regulations and interpretations made under it, as it or they may have been or may from 

time to time be modified, amended or re-enacted. 

1.7 Schedules & Amendments to Schedules 

The following exhibits and schedules are attached hereto and incorporated in and form part of this 

Agreement: 

SCHEDULES 

Schedule “A” -  Allocation Schedule 

Schedule “B” -  Purchased Assets 

Schedule “C” -  Excluded Assets 

Unless the context otherwise requires, words and expressions defined in this Agreement will have 

the same meanings in the Exhibits and Schedules and the interpretation provisions set out in this 

Agreement will apply to the Exhibits and Schedules. Unless the context otherwise requires, 

references in the Exhibits and Schedules to a designated Article, Section, or other subdivision refer 

to the Article, Section, or other subdivision, respectively, of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 2  

PURCHASE AND SALE OF PURCHASED ASSETS 

2.1 Purchase and Sale of Purchased Assets 

At the Closing Time, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Vendor shall sell, assign, 

transfer and convey to the Purchaser, and the Purchaser shall purchase and assume from the Vendor, all of 

the Vendor’s right, title and interest in, to and under the Purchased Assets. 

2.2 Transfer of Purchased Assets and Assumption of Liabilities 

Provided that Closing occurs and subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, possession, risk, 

legal and beneficial ownership of the Purchased Assets shall transfer from the Vendor to the Purchaser on 

the Closing Date and the Purchaser agrees to assume, discharge, perform and fulfill all of the Assumed 

Liabilities, if any, from and after the Closing Date. 

2.3 Underlying Contracts 

The Vendor acknowledges that the Purchaser is not assuming any contracts of the Vendor; provided that 

the Purchaser, shall have the right, at any time prior to five Business Days prior to the Closing Date, to elect 

to assume any contracts underlying the intangible assets and intellectual property set out in Schedule “B” 

(the “Underlying Contracts”) by notifying the Vendor in writing of the Underlying Contract or Underlying 

Contracts that it wishes to assume, with no adjustment to the Purchase Price. In the event that the Purchaser 

does not notify the Vendor of its desire to assume an Underlying Contract in accordance with the preceding 
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sentence, the Purchased Asset that is subject to such Underlying Contract and/or such Underlying Contract 

shall not be included as a Purchased Asset on Closing.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this 

Agreement, and subject to Section 5.3, to the extent that the sale, assignment, transfer, conveyance or 

delivery, or attempted sale, assignment, transfer, conveyance or delivery, to Purchaser of any Purchased 

Asset that is subject to an Assumed Contract and/or any Assumed Contract would require the consent, 

authorization, approval or waiver of a Person who is not a Party or an Affiliate of a Party, and such consent, 

authorization, approval or waiver shall not have been obtained before Closing, this Agreement shall not 

constitute a sale, assignment, transfer, conveyance or delivery, or an attempted sale, assignment, transfer, 

conveyance or delivery, thereof; provided that, subject to the satisfaction or waiver of the conditions 

contained in ARTICLE 7, Closing shall occur notwithstanding the foregoing without any adjustment to the 

Purchase Price on account thereof. To the extent that any Cure Costs are payable with respect to any 

Assumed Contract, the Purchaser shall be responsible for and shall pay all such Cure Costs, which shall be 

paid directly to the applicable counterparty, which Cure Costs shall be in addition to and shall not form part 

of the Purchase Price. 

2.4 Excluded Liabilities  

The Purchaser shall not assume and shall not be liable, directly or indirectly, or otherwise responsible for 

any Excluded Liabilities.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Purchaser shall assume the responsibility for 

any and all costs associated with recording the transfer and assignment of any registered Intellectual 

Property comprising a part of the Purchased Assets.  

ARTICLE 3  

PURCHASE PRICE 

3.1 Purchase Price 

The aggregate consideration payable by the Purchaser for the Purchased Assets shall be $  plus 

the assumption of the Assumed Liabilities, if any (the “Purchase Price”). The Purchase Price shall be 

satisfied in accordance with Section 3.3.  The Purchase Price shall not be subject to any claim for set off, 

reduction or adjustment or any similar claim or mechanism of any kind whatsoever. 

3.2 Allocation of the Purchase Price 

The Purchaser and the Vendor agree that the Purchase Price shall be allocated among the Purchased Assets 

for all purposes (including Tax and financial accounting) as shown in the allocation schedule attached 

hereto as Schedule “A” or as otherwise mutually agreed by the accountants for each of the Purchaser and 

the Vendor, acting reasonably in the interest of both parties.   For greater certainty, the value of the Assumed 

Liabilities has been taken into account with respect to the determination of the aggregate Purchase Price 

payable pursuant to this Article 3 and the assumption of such Assumed Liabilities, if any, by the Purchaser 

does not constitute separate or additional consideration hereunder in respect of the Purchased Assets. 

3.3 Satisfaction of Purchase Price 

The Purchaser shall pay the Purchase Price in accordance with the following: 

(a) Deposit. The Parties acknowledge that the Purchaser has paid a deposit in the amount of 

CAD $ , being 10% of the Purchase Price (the “Deposit”), which Deposit is being 

held by the Monitor in trust, and, subject to Section 8.2, shall (inclusive of all interest 

earned thereon, if any) be credited against the Purchase Price at Closing; 

(b) Balance of Purchase Price. An amount equal to the Purchase Price less the Deposit (the 

“Cash Purchase Price”) shall be paid in cash by the Purchaser to the Monitor on the 

Closing Date, by wire transfer of immediately available funds; and 
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(c) Assumed Liabilities. An amount equal to the value of the Assumed Liabilities, if any, 

which the Purchaser shall assume on the Closing Date, shall be satisfied by the Purchaser 

paying, performing, and/or discharging such Assumed Liabilities as and when they become 

due. 

3.4 Transfer Taxes 

The Parties agree that: 

(a) The Purchase Price does not include Transfer Taxes and the Purchaser shall be liable for 

and shall pay any and all Transfer Taxes pertaining to the Purchaser’s acquisition of the 

Purchased Assets. 

(b) Where the Vendor is required under Applicable Law to collect or pay Transfer Taxes, the 

Purchaser will pay the amount of such Transfer Taxes to the Monitor (on behalf of the 

Vendor) at Closing. 

(c) Except where the Vendor is required under Applicable Law to collect or pay such Transfer 

Taxes, the Purchaser shall pay such Transfer Taxes directly to the appropriate 

Governmental Authority or other entity within the required time period and shall file all 

necessary documentation with respect to such Transfer Taxes when due. The Vendor will 

do and cause to be done such things as are reasonably requested to enable the Purchaser to 

comply with such obligation in a timely manner. If the Vendor is required under Applicable 

Law to pay any such Transfer Taxes which are not paid by the Purchaser at Closing, the 

Purchaser shall promptly reimburse the Vendor the full amount of such Transfer Taxes 

upon delivery to the Purchaser of copies of receipts showing payment of such Transfer 

Taxes. 

(d) The Purchaser shall indemnify the Vendor and the Monitor for, from and against any 

Transfer Taxes (including any interest or penalties imposed by a Governmental Authority) 

that the Vendor may pay or for which the Vendor or the Monitor may become liable as a 

result of any failure by the Purchaser to pay or remit such Transfer Taxes. 

(e) Notwithstanding the foregoing, if available, the Purchaser and the Vendor shall jointly 

execute an election under section 167 of the Excise Tax Act in connection with the transfer 

of the Purchased Assets contemplated herein, and the Purchaser shall file such election 

with its applicable Tax return for the reporting period in which the sale of the Purchased 

Assets takes place. Any GST/HST incurred in connection with the purchase and sale of the 

Purchased Assets contemplated by this Agreement, including where an election pursuant 

to subsection 167(1) of the Excise Tax Act is not or cannot be validly made in respect of 

the Purchased Assets, shall be borne by Purchaser. 

ARTICLE 4  

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

4.1 Representations and Warranties of the Vendor 

The Vendor hereby represents and warrants as of the date hereof and as of the Closing Time as follows, 

and acknowledge that the Purchaser is relying on such representations and warranties in connection with 

entering into this Agreement and performing its obligations hereunder: 

(a) Incorporation and Status. The Vendor is a corporation incorporated and existing under the 

laws of Canada, and is in good standing under such statute and has the power and authority 

to enter into, deliver and perform its obligations under this Agreement. 
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(b) Company Authorization. The execution, delivery and, subject to obtaining of the Approval 

and Vesting Order in respect of the matters to be approved therein, performance by the 

Vendor of this Agreement has been authorized by all necessary corporate action on the part 

of the Vendor. 

(c) Execution and Binding Obligation. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered 

by the Vendor and constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of the Vendor, 

enforceable against it in accordance with its terms, subject only to obtaining the Approval 

and Vesting Order. 

(d) No Employees. The Vendor does not employ any employees, including any Employees. 

(e) No Proceedings. To the knowledge of the Vendor, there are no proceedings pending or 

threatened against the Vendor that would reasonably be expected to delay, restrict or 

prevent the Vendor from fulfilling any of its obligations set forth in this Agreement. 

(f) GST/HST Registration. BioSteel is a registrant for purposes of GST/HST, and its 

registration number is 85012 0866. 

4.2 Representations and Warranties of the Purchaser 

The Purchaser hereby represents and warrants to and in favour of the Vendor as of the date hereof and as 

of the Closing Time, and acknowledges that, the Vendor is relying on such representations and warranties 

in connection with entering into this Agreement and performing its obligations hereunder: 

(a) Incorporation and Status. The Purchaser is a corporation incorporated and existing under 

the Province of Ontario, is in good standing under such act and has the power and authority 

to enter into, deliver and perform its obligations under this Agreement. 

(b) Company Authorization. The execution, delivery and performance by the Purchaser of this 

Agreement has been authorized by all necessary corporate action on the part of the 

Purchaser. 

(c) No Conflict. The execution, delivery and performance by the Purchaser of this Agreement 

do not (or would not with the giving of notice, the lapse of time, or both, or the happening 

of any other event or condition) result in a breach or a violation of, or conflict with, or 

allow any other Person to exercise any rights under, any terms or provisions of the 

Organizational Documents of the Purchaser. 

(d) Execution and Binding Obligation. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered 

by the Purchaser and constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of the Purchaser, 

enforceable against it in accordance with its terms subject only to the Approval and Vesting 

Order. 

(e) No Proceedings. There are no proceedings pending, or to the knowledge of the Purchaser, 

threatened, against the Purchaser before any Governmental Authority, which prohibit or 

seek to enjoin delay, restrict or prohibit the Closing of the Transaction, as contemplated by 

this Agreement, or which would reasonably be expected to delay, restrict or prevent the 

Purchaser from fulfilling any of its obligations set forth in this Agreement. 

(f) No Consents or Authorizations. Subject only to obtaining the Approval and Vesting Order, 

no consent, approval, waiver or other Authorization is required from any Governmental 

Authority or any other Person, in connection with the execution, delivery or performance 

of this Agreement by the Purchaser, and each of the agreements to be executed and 
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delivered by the Purchaser hereunder or the purchase of any of the Purchased Assets 

hereunder, except for any Authorizations, consents, approvals, filings or notices of any 

Governmental Authority, court or Person that would not have a material effect on or 

materially delay or impair the ability of the Purchaser to consummate the Transaction. 

(g) Brokers’ or Finders’ Fees. The Purchaser has not incurred any obligation or liability, 

contingent or otherwise, for any broker’s or finder’s fees or commissions in respect of this 

Transaction for which the Vendor shall have any obligation or liability to pay. 

(h) Solvency. The Purchaser has not committed an act of bankruptcy, is not insolvent, has not 

proposed a compromise or arrangement to its creditors generally, has not had any 

application for a bankruptcy order filed against it, has not taken any proceeding and no 

proceeding has been taken to have a receiver appointed over any of its assets, has not had 

an encumbrancer take possession of any of its property and has not had any execution or 

distress become enforceable or levied against any of its property. 

(i) GST/HST Registration. The Purchaser is a registrant for purposes of GST/HST, and its 

registration number is 77977 4926. 

4.3 As is, Where is 

The Purchaser acknowledges, agrees and confirms that, at the Closing Time, the Purchased Assets shall be 

sold and delivered to the Purchaser on an “as is, where is” basis, subject only to the representations and 

warranties contained herein. Other than those representations and warranties contained herein, the 

Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that: (a) no representation, warranty or condition is expressed or can 

be implied as to title, encumbrances, description, fitness for purpose, merchantability, condition or quality 

or in respect of any other matter or thing whatsoever, including with respect to the Purchased Assets; and 

(b) the Monitor has not provided any representations and warranties in respect of any matter or thing 

whatsoever in connection with the Transaction contemplated hereby, including with respect to the 

Purchased Assets. The disclaimer in this Section 4.3 is made notwithstanding the delivery or disclosure to 

the Purchaser or its directors, officers, employees, agents or representatives of any documentation or other 

information (including financial projections or supplemental data not included in this Agreement). Without 

limiting the generality of the foregoing and unless and solely to the extent expressly set forth in this 

Agreement or in any documents required to be delivered pursuant to this Agreement, any and all conditions, 

warranties or representations, expressed or implied, pursuant to Applicable Law do not apply hereto and 

are hereby expressly waived by the Purchaser. The Purchaser further acknowledges, agrees and confirms 

that it has conducted its own investigations, due diligence and analysis in satisfying itself as to all matters 

relating to the Vendor and its assets, liabilities and business, including without limitation, the Purchased 

Assets and the Assumed Liabilities, if any. Until Closing, the Purchased Assets shall remain at the risk of 

the Vendor. After Closing occurs, the Purchased Assets shall be at the sole risk of the Purchaser regardless 

of the location of the Purchased Assets. 

ARTICLE 5  

COVENANTS 

5.1 Closing Date 

The Parties shall cooperate with each other and shall use their commercially reasonable efforts to effect the 

Closing on or before the Outside Date.  

5.2 Motion for Approval and Vesting Order and Motion for U.S. Recognition Order 

As soon as practicable after the Parties’ execution of this Agreement, BioSteel shall (i) serve and file with 

the Court an application for the issuance of the Approval and Vesting Order seeking relief that will, inter 
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alia, approve this Agreement and the Transaction and (ii) serve and file with the U.S. Court a motion for 

the issuance of the U.S. Recognition Order. The Purchaser shall cooperate with BioSteel in its efforts to 

obtain the issuance and entry of the Approval and Vesting Order and the U.S. Recognition Order.  

5.3 Interim Period 

During the Interim Period, except (a) as otherwise expressly contemplated or permitted by this Agreement 

(including the Approval and Vesting Order), (b) as necessary in connection with the CCAA Proceedings, 

(c) as otherwise provided in the Initial Order and any other Court orders prior to the Closing Time, or (d) 

as consented to by the Purchaser and the Vendor, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, conditioned 

or delayed,  the Vendor shall use commercially reasonable efforts to (i) continue to maintain the Purchased 

Assets in substantially the same manner as on the Effective Date; and (ii) obtain any consent, approval or 

similar authorization or waiver required to permit the sale, assignment, transfer, conveyance or delivery, or 

attempted sale, assignment, transfer, conveyance or delivery, to Purchaser of any Purchased Asset that is 

subject to an Assumed Contract and/or any Assumed Contract on Closing. 

5.4 Insurance Matters 

Until Closing, the Vendor shall keep in full force and effect all existing insurance policies in relation to the 

Purchased Assets (if any) and give any notice or present any Claim under any such insurance policies 

consistent with past practice of the Vendor in the ordinary course of business. 

5.5 Employee Matters 

The Vendor acknowledges that the Purchaser is not assuming any Employees.  

5.6 Actions to Satisfy Closing Conditions 

(a) The Vendor agrees to take all commercially reasonable actions so as to ensure that the 

conditions set forth in Section 7.1 and Section 7.2 are satisfied on our prior to the Closing 

Date; and 

(b) The Purchaser agrees to take all commercially reasonable actions so as to ensure that the 

conditions set forth in Section 7.1 and Section 7.3 are satisfied on our prior to the Closing 

Date.  

5.7 Excluded Inventory Matters  

(a) The Parties hereby acknowledge and agree that for a period commencing on the Closing 

Date until the date that is 120 days following the Closing Date (the “Sale Period”), all 

Excluded Inventory that has greater than 19 months of shelf life from the Closing Date and 

that is not subject to any Encumbrance (the “Qualified Inventory”) shall be subject to the 

terms of this Section 5.7.  

(b) At any time during the Sale Period, the Purchaser shall have the exclusive right to sell the 

Qualified Inventory on behalf of the Vendor through the Purchaser’s distribution channels 

at a price as may be agreed to in writing by the Vendor and the Purchaser, each acting 

reasonably (a “Qualified Sale”). Upon the closing of a Qualified Sale, the Purchaser shall 

be entitled to receive a fee in an amount equal to % of the Net Sales of the Qualified 

Inventory subject to the applicable Qualified Sale (the “Qualified Sale Fee”). Within 10 

Business Days of the last day of each calendar month of the Sale Period, the Purchaser 

shall remit the proceeds of all Qualified Sale(s) completed during the preceding month 

directly to the Vendor, without deduction, and thereafter, and within 10 Business Days of 

receipt by the Vendor of the proceeds of the preceding month’s proceeds of Qualified 

Sale(s), the Vendor shall pay to the Purchaser an amount equal to the Qualified Sale Fee in 
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respect of such Qualified Sales. The Qualified Sale Fee may, at the discretion of the 

Vendor, be offset against any amounts owing to the Purchaser from the Vendor.1 % of 

any amounts received by the Purchaser in respect of Qualified Sales following the Sale 

Period shall be remitted directly to the Vendor upon the Purchaser’s receipt of same. Unless 

otherwise agreed to in writing by the Vendor, no returns of Qualified Inventory sold during 

the Sale Period shall be made to or accepted by the Vendor; provided however, that the 

Purchaser may, in its sole discretion and at its sole cost and expense, accept returns of 

Qualified Inventory.  

(c) On or prior to the end of the Sale Period, the Purchaser shall have the right to acquire any 

of the Qualified Inventory that was not sold in accordance with Section 5.7(b) at the 

applicable cost of the Qualified Inventory.  In the event that the Purchaser does not notify 

the Vendor of its desire to acquire the Qualified Inventory by the end of the Sale Period in 

accordance with the preceding sentence, the Vendor shall be permitted to sell such 

Qualified Inventory in its sole and absolute discretion. In the event that the Purchaser 

notifies the Vendor of its desire to acquire any of the Qualified Inventory by the end of the 

Sale Period, the Vendor and the Purchaser shall enter into an agreement of purchase and 

sale, in a form satisfactory to both Parties, each acting reasonably, with respect to the 

Qualified Inventory.  

(d) Notwithstanding anything herein, the Purchaser shall not be liable in any manner 

whatsoever for issues related to the nature or quality of the Excluded Inventory, including 

the Qualified Inventory regardless of whether the same is sold by the Purchaser or Vendor. 

5.8 Sale of Unqualified Inventory  

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 5.7, the Parties hereby acknowledge and agree 

that the Vendor shall be permitted to sell any Excluded Inventory that is not Qualified 

Inventory (“Unqualified Inventory”) from and after the Closing Date to any party, in its 

sole and absolute discretion; provided that the Vendor agrees that it will not sell 

Unqualified Inventory to consumers located in Canada or to wholesalers for purposes of 

resale in Canada (as determined solely based on representations made to the Vendor by 

such consumers or wholesalers, as applicable, at the time of sale).2  

(b) Within 30 days of the earlier of (a) the sale of all or substantially all of the Unqualified 

Inventory and (b) the end of the License Term, the Vendor will provide to the Purchaser 

the contact information and sales details in connection with the sale of the Unqualified 

Inventory to the extent permitted in accordance with any confidentiality terms between the 

Vendor and the buyer(s) of such inventory. 

(c) For a period of 24 months following the Closing Date (the “License Term”), the Purchaser 

shall grant the Vendor and any trustee in bankruptcy appointed in respect thereof a non-

exclusive, royalty-free, fully sublicensable license to use the Purchased Intellectual 

Property for the purpose of offering for sale, sale and marketing of Unqualified Inventory 

during the License Term in accordance with the proviso in Section 5.8(a); provided further 

the Vendor shall not use in any of its Advertising the terms or phrases, “bankruptcy”, 

“going out of business”,  “everything must go”, “everything on sale”, “store closing” or 

“fire sale” or any similar terms or phrases that suggest the same as the foregoing, unless 

consented to by the Purchaser in its sole discretion. 

 
1  Qualified Inventory to be sold at or around the Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price levels to maintain brand value. 
2 For greater certainty, to the Vendor’s knowledge, the Excluded Inventory is labelled for sale in the United States 

(rather than Canada).  
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(d) The Parties acknowledge and agree that in no event shall the Vendor be required to accept 

returns of Unqualified Inventory at any time following the Closing Date; provided 

however, that the Purchaser may, in its sole discretion and, subject to Section 5.8(e), at its 

sole cost and expense, accept returns of Unqualified Inventory.  

(e) In the event the Purchaser accepts any return of Unqualified Inventory (the “Returned 

Inventory”) during the Sale Period, the Vendor shall pay the Purchaser an amount equal 

to % of the amount shown on the invoice that was issued upon the sale of such Returned 

Inventory less any reasonable distribution costs incurred by the Vendor in respect of such 

Returned Inventory (the “Return Fee”). The Return Fee shall only be payable by the 

Vendor in the event that there was a misrepresentation made by the Vendor with respect to 

the age or quality of the Returned Inventory at the time of sale and such fee shall be paid 

within 10 Business Days following the Vendor’s receipt of written notice from the 

Purchaser setting out: (i) a description of the Returned Inventory (including the type and 

quantity of Returned Inventory), and (ii) the reason for such return, and shall be 

accompanied by (x) evidence of payment by the Purchaser of the amount refunded in 

respect of such Returned Inventory, (y) proof of such misrepresentation being made by the 

Vendor at the time of sale, and (z) such other supporting documentation as the Vendor may 

reasonably request, in each case such evidence, proof or documentation, as applicable, 

satisfactory to the Vendor acting reasonably.  

 

(f) Notwithstanding anything herein, the Purchaser shall not be liable in any manner 

whatsoever for issues related to the nature or quality of the Excluded Inventory, including 

the Unqualified Inventory regardless of whether the same is sold by the Purchaser or 

Vendor. 

 

5.9 Treatment of Qualified Sale Fee and Return Fee 

 

The Vendor hereby agrees that the obligations to pay the Qualified Sale Fee and the Return Fee set out in 

Sections 5.7 and 5.8, respectively, constitute post-filing obligations of the Vendor, which are not stayed by 

the Initial Order and shall be paid in accordance with the terms hereof notwithstanding the CCAA 

Proceedings. The Vendor shall not: (i) seek an order staying the payment or enforcement by the Purchaser 

of the Qualified Sale Fee or Return Fee, (ii) seek a meetings order for, or Court approval of, any plan of 

compromise or arrangement that would compromise or otherwise affect the payment of the Qualified Sale 

Fee or Return Fee, or (iii) seek to terminate the CCAA Proceedings or assign the Vendor into bankruptcy 

prior to end of the Sale Period and payment of the final Qualified Sale Fee and any Return Fee.  

 

ARTICLE 6  

CLOSING ARRANGEMENTS 

6.1 Closing 

Closing shall take place electronically on the Closing Date effective as of the Closing Time (or as otherwise 

determined by mutual agreement of the Parties in writing), by the exchange of deliverables (in counterparts 

or otherwise) by electronic transmission in PDF format. 

6.2 Vendor’s Closing Deliveries 

At the Closing Time, the Vendor shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the Purchaser the following: 

(a) subject to Section 2.3, the Purchased Assets, which shall be delivered in situ wherever 

located as of the Closing; 
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(b) a true copy of the Approval and Vesting Order, as issued and entered by the Court; 

(c) a true copy of the U.S. Recognition Order, as issued and entered by the U.S. Court; 

(d) if applicable, the Tax election contemplated by Section 3.4 duly executed by the Vendor; 

(e) the General Conveyance, duly executed by the Vendor; 

(f) the IP Assignment Agreement, duly executed by the Vendor; 

(g) if applicable, the Assignment and Assumption Agreement, duly executed by the Vendors; 

(h) a certificate of an officer of each Vendor dated as of the Closing Date confirming that all 

of the representations and warranties of such Vendor contained in this Agreement are true 

in all material respects as of the Closing Time, with the same effect as though made at and 

as of the Closing Time, and that such Vendor has performed in all material respects the 

covenants to be performed by it prior to the Closing Time; and 

(i) such other agreements, documents and instruments as may be reasonably required by the 

Purchaser to complete the Transaction, all of which shall be in form and substance 

satisfactory to the Parties, acting reasonably. 

6.3 Purchaser’s Closing Deliveries 

At or before the Closing, the Purchaser shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the Vendor (or to the 

Monitor, as applicable), the following: 

(a) the Cash Purchase Price; 

(b) if applicable, payment to the Monitor (or evidence of payment by the Purchaser to the 

relevant Governmental Authorities) of all Transfer Taxes required by Applicable Law to 

be collected on Closing, in accordance with Section 3.4; 

(c) if applicable, the Tax election contemplated by Section 3.4, duly executed by the 

Purchaser; 

(d) the General Conveyance, duly executed by the Purchaser; 

(e) the IP Assignment Agreement, duly executed by the Purchaser; 

(f) if applicable, the Assignment and Assumption Agreement, duly executed by the Purchaser; 

(g) a certificate of an officer of the Purchaser dated as of the Closing Date confirming that all 

of the representations and warranties of the Purchaser contained in this Agreement are true 

in all material respects: (i) as of the Closing Date as if made on and as of such date; or (ii) 

if made as of a date specified therein, as of such date, and that the Purchaser has performed 

in all material respects the covenants to be performed by it prior to the Closing Time; and 

(h) such other agreements, documents and instruments as may be reasonably required by the 

Vendor to complete the Transaction, all of which shall be in form and substance 

satisfactory to the Parties, acting reasonably. 
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ARTICLE 7  

CONDITIONS OF CLOSING 

7.1 Conditions Precedent in Favour of the Parties 

The obligation of the Parties to complete the Transaction is subject to the following joint conditions being 

satisfied, fulfilled or performed on or prior to the Closing Date: 

(a) Approval and Vesting Order. The Court shall have issued and entered the Approval and 

Vesting Order, which Approval and Vesting Order shall not have been stayed, set aside, or 

vacated and no application, motion or other proceeding shall have been commenced 

seeking the same, in each case which has not been fully dismissed, withdrawn or otherwise 

resolved in a manner satisfactory to the Parties, each acting reasonably. 

(b) U.S. Recognition Order. The U.S. Court shall have issued and entered the U.S. Recognition 

Order, which U.S. Recognition Order shall not have been stayed, set aside, or vacated and 

no application, motion or other proceeding shall have been commenced seeking the same, 

in each case which has not been fully dismissed, withdrawn or otherwise resolved in a 

manner satisfactory to the Parties, each acting reasonably. 

(c) No Order. No Applicable Law and no final or non-appealable judgment, injunction, order 

or decree shall have been issued by a Governmental Authority or otherwise in effect that 

restrains or prohibits the completion of the Transaction. 

(d) No Restraint. No motion, action or proceedings shall be pending by or before a 

Governmental Authority to restrain or prohibit the completion of the Transaction 

contemplated by this Agreement. 

(e) Monitor’s Certificate. The Monitor shall have provided an executed copy of the Monitor’s 

Certificate confirming that all conditions to Closing have either been satisfied or waived 

by both the Purchaser and the Vendor.   

The foregoing conditions are for the mutual benefit of the Parties. If any condition set out in this Section 

7.1 is not satisfied, performed or mutually waived on or prior to the Outside Date, any Party may elect on 

written notice to the other Parties to terminate this Agreement. 

7.2 Conditions Precedent in Favour of the Purchaser 

The obligation of the Purchaser to complete the Transaction is subject to the following conditions being 

satisfied, fulfilled, or performed on or prior to the Closing Date:  

(a) Vendor’s Deliverables. The Vendor shall have executed and delivered or caused to have 

been executed and delivered to the Purchaser at the Closing all the documents contemplated 

in Section 6.2. 

(b) No Breach of Representations and Warranties. Except as such representations and 

warranties may be affected by the occurrence of events or transactions specifically 

contemplated by this Agreement, each of the representations and warranties contained in 

Section 4.1 shall be true and correct in all material respects: (i) as of the Closing Date as if 

made on and as of such date; or (ii) if made as of a date specified therein, as of such date. 

(c) No Breach of Covenants. The Vendor shall have performed, in all material respects, all 

covenants, obligations and agreements contained in this Agreement required to be 

performed by the Vendor on or before the Closing Date. 
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The foregoing conditions are for the exclusive benefit of the Purchaser. Any condition in this Section 7.2 

may be waived by the Purchaser in whole or in part, without prejudice to any of its rights of termination in 

the event of non-fulfillment of any other condition in whole or in part. Any such waiver shall be binding 

on the Purchaser only if made in writing. If any condition set out in this Section 7.2 is not satisfied or 

performed on or prior to the Outside Date, the Purchaser may elect on written notice to the Vendor to 

terminate this Agreement. 

7.3 Conditions Precedent in Favour of the Vendor 

The obligation of the Vendor to complete the Transaction is subject to the following conditions being 

satisfied, fulfilled, or performed on or prior to the Closing Date: 

(a) Purchaser’s Deliverables. The Purchaser shall have executed and delivered or caused to 

have been executed and delivered to the Vendor at the Closing all the documents and 

payments contemplated in Section 6.3. 

(b) No Breach of Representations and Warranties. Each of the representations and warranties 

contained in Section 4.2 shall be true and correct in all material respects: (i) as of the 

Closing Date as if made on and as of such date; or (ii) if made as of a date specified therein, 

as of such date. 

(c) No Breach of Covenants. The Purchaser shall have performed in all material respects all 

covenants, obligations and agreements contained in this Agreement required to be 

performed by the Purchaser on or before the Closing. 

The foregoing conditions are for the exclusive benefit of the Vendor. Any condition in this Section 7.3 may 

be waived by the Vendor in whole or in part, without prejudice to any of its rights of termination in the 

event of non-fulfilment of any other condition in whole or in part. Any such waiver shall be binding on the 

Vendor only if made in writing. If any condition set forth in this Section 7.3 is not satisfied or performed 

on or prior to the Outside Date, the Vendor may elect on written notice to the Purchaser to terminate the 

Agreement. 

ARTICLE 8  

TERMINATION 

8.1 Grounds for Termination 

This Agreement may be terminated on or prior to the Closing Date: 

(a) by the mutual written agreement of the Vendor (with the consent of the Monitor) and the 

Purchaser; or 

(b) by the Vendor (with the consent of the Monitor) or the Purchaser upon written notice to 

the other Parties if: (i) the Closing has not occurred on or prior to the Outside Date; or (ii) 

the Approval and Vesting Order is not obtained on or before November 30, 2023 (subject 

to availability of the Court); provided in each case that the failure to close or obtain such 

order, as applicable, by such deadline is not caused by a breach of this Agreement by the 

Party proposing to terminate the Agreement; or 

(c) by written notice from the Purchaser to the Vendor: 

(i) in accordance with Section 7.1 or Section 7.2; or 

(ii) if there has been a material breach by the Vendor of any material representation, 

warranty or covenant contained in this Agreement, which breach has not been 
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waived by the Purchaser, and: (i) such breach is not curable and has rendered the 

satisfaction of any condition in Section 7.1 or Section 7.2 impossible by the 

Outside Date; or (ii) if such breach is curable, the Purchaser has provided prior 

written notice of such breach to the Vendor, and such breach has not been cured 

within ten (10) days following the date upon which the Vendor received such 

notice, unless the Purchaser is in material breach of its obligations under this 

Agreement; and 

(d) by written notice from the Vendor (with the consent of the Monitor) to the Purchaser: 

(i) in accordance with Section 7.1 or Section 7.3; or 

(ii) if there has been a material breach by the Purchaser of any material representation, 

warranty or covenant contained in this Agreement, which breach has not been 

waived by the Vendor, and: (A) such breach is not curable and has rendered the 

satisfaction of any condition in Section 7.1 or Section 7.3 impossible by the 

Outside Date; or (B) if such breach is curable, the Vendor has provided prior 

written notice of such breach to the Purchaser, and such breach has not been cured 

within ten (10) days following the date upon which the Purchaser received such 

notice, unless the Vendor is in material breach of its obligations under this 

Agreement.  

8.2 Effect of Termination. 

If this Agreement is terminated pursuant to Section 8.1, all further obligations of the Parties under this 

Agreement will terminate and no Party will have any Liability or further obligations hereunder; except for 

the provisions of this Section 8.2 (Effects of Termination) and Section 9.8 (Governing Law), each of which 

will survive termination; provided that if this Agreement is terminated: 

(a) in accordance with Section 8.1(d)(ii), the Monitor (on behalf of the Vendor) shall be 

entitled to retain the Deposit and the full amount of the Deposit shall be forfeited to the 

Vendor; or 

(b) for any other reason, the Deposit shall be returned to the Purchaser. 

In the event of termination of this Agreement under Section 8.1(d)(ii) pursuant to which the Monitor (on 

behalf of the Vendor) shall be entitled to retain the Deposit, the Parties agree that the amount of the Deposit 

constitutes a genuine pre-estimate of liquidated damages representing the Vendor’s losses and Liabilities 

as a result of Closing not occurring and agree that the Vendor shall not be entitled to recover from the 

Purchaser any amounts that are in excess of the Deposit as a result of Closing not occurring. The Purchaser 

hereby waives any claim or defence that the amount of the Deposit is a penalty or is otherwise not a genuine 

pre-estimate of the Vendor’s damages. 

ARTICLE 9  

GENERAL 

9.1 Access to Books and Records; Tax Co-Operation   

For a period of six years from the Closing Date or for such longer period as may be required for the Vendor 

(or any trustee in bankruptcy of the estate of the Vendor) to comply with any Applicable Law, the Purchaser 

shall: 

(a) retain all original Books and Records that are transferred to the Purchaser under this 

Agreement. So long as any such Books and Records are retained by the Purchaser pursuant to 

this Agreement, the Monitor and the Vendor (and any representative, agent, former director or 
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officer or trustee in bankruptcy of the estate of the Vendor) have the right to inspect and to 

make copies (at their own expense) of them at any time upon reasonable request during normal 

business hours and upon reasonable notice for any proper purpose and without undue 

interference to the business operations of the Purchaser; and 

(b) use commercially reasonable efforts to assist the Vendor, including providing any reasonable 

information requested by the Vendor, with respect to any queries or questions that the Vendor 

may have in order to facilitate any Tax filings or Tax related questions or disputes that may 

arise following the Closing Date. 

9.2 Notice 

Any notice or other communication under this Agreement shall be in writing and may be delivered by same-

day courier or by read-receipted email, addressed:  

(a) in the case of the Purchaser, as follows: 

 

DC HOLDINGS LTD., dba Coachwood Group 

13455 Sylvestre Drive 

Windsor, ON N8P 2L9 

 

Attention: Dan Crosby 

Email: dan@coachwoodgroup.com 

with a copy to:  

Pearsall, Marshall, Halliwill & Seaton LLP 

22 Queens Avenue 

Leamington, ON N8H 3G8 

 

Attention: David Halliwell 

Email: dhalliwill@pmhslaw.com 

 

(b) in the case of the Vendor, as follows: 

BioSteel Sports Nutrition Inc. 

c/o Greenhill & Co. Canada Ltd. 

79 Wellington Street West, Suite 3403 

Toronto, ON M5K 1K7 
 

Attention: Michael Nessim and Usman Masood 

Email: Michael.nessim@greenhill.com and usman.masood@greenhill.com  

with a copy to: 

Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP 

40 Temperance Street, Suite 3200 

Toronto, ON M5H 0B4 

Attention: Ryan Jacobs and Natalie Levine 

Email: rjacobs@cassels.com and nlevine@cassels.com 

 

(c) in each case, with a further copy to the Monitor as follows: 

KSV Restructuring Inc.  
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220 Bay Street, 13th Floor, PO Box 20 

Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2W4 

 

Attention: Noah Goldstein and Ross Graham 

Email: ngoldstein@ksvadvisory.com and rgraham@ksvadvisory.com 

 

 with a copy to: 

 

 Bennett Jones LLP  

3400 One First Canadian Place PO Box 130  

Toronto, Ontario, M5X 1A4  

 

Attention: Sean Zweig and Jesse Mighton 

Email: zweigs@bennettjones.com; mightonj@bennettjones.com 

 

Any such notice or other communication, if transmitted by email before 5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on a 

Business Day, will be deemed to have been given on such Business Day, and if transmitted by email after 

5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on a Business Day, will be deemed to have been given on the Business Day after 

the date of the transmission. In the case of a communication by email or other electronic means, if an 

autoreply is received indicating that the email is no longer monitored or in use, delivery must be followed 

by the dispatch of a copy of such communication pursuant to one of the other methods described above; 

provided however that any communication originally delivered by electronic means shall be deemed to 

have been given on the date stipulated above for electronic delivery.  

Sending a copy of a notice or other communication to a Party’s legal counsel as contemplated above is for 

information purposes only and does not constitute delivery of the notice or other communication to that 

Party. The failure to send a copy of a notice or other communication to legal counsel does not invalidate 

delivery of that notice or other communication to a Party. A Person may change its address for service by 

notice given in accordance with the foregoing and any subsequent communication must be sent to such 

Person at its changed address. 

9.3 Public Announcements 

The Vendor and the Monitor shall be entitled to disclose this Agreement to the Court and parties in interest 

in the CCAA Proceedings and this Agreement may be posted on the Monitor’s website maintained in 

connection with the CCAA Proceedings. Immediately following receipt of the Approval and Vesting Order, 

the Purchaser shall be permitted to issue a press release or other announcement concerning the Transaction 

with the consent of the Vendor, acting reasonably. 

9.4 Time 

Time shall, in all respects, be of the essence hereof, provided that the time for doing or completing any 

matter provided for herein may be extended or abridged by an agreement in writing signed by the Parties. 

9.5 Survival  

The representations and warranties of the Parties contained in this Agreement shall merge on Closing, 

provided that the covenants of the Parties contained herein to be performed after the Closing shall survive 

Closing and remain in full force and effect. 

9.6 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement and the attached Schedules hereto constitute the entire agreement between the Parties with 

respect to the subject matter hereof and supersede all prior negotiations, understandings and agreements. 
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This Agreement may not be amended or modified in any respect except by written instrument executed by 

the Vendor (with the consent of the Monitor) and the Purchaser. 

9.7 Paramountcy 

In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the provisions of this Agreement, and any other 

agreement, document or instrument executed or delivered in connection with this Transaction or this 

Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of such conflict or inconsistency. 

9.8 Governing Law 

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Province of Ontario 

and the laws of Canada applicable therein and each of the Parties irrevocably attorns to the exclusive 

jurisdiction of the Court, and any appellate courts of the Province of Ontario therefrom. 

9.9 Assignment 

The Purchaser cannot assign any of its rights or obligations under this Agreement without the prior written 

consent of the Vendor and the Monitor. Notwithstanding the forgoing, this Agreement may be assigned by 

the Purchaser prior to the issuance of the Approval and Vesting Order, in whole or in part, without the prior 

written consent of the Vendor or the Monitor, provided that: (i) such assignee is a related party or subsidiary 

of the Purchaser; (ii) the Purchaser provides prior notice of such assignment to the Vendor and the Monitor; 

and (iii) such assignee agrees in writing to be bound by the terms of this Agreement to the extent of the 

assignment and a copy of such assumption agreement is delivered to the Vendor and the Monitor forthwith 

after having been entered into; provided, however, that any such assignment shall not relieve the Purchaser 

of its obligations hereunder.  This Agreement shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties 

and their respective successors and permitted assigns.  

9.10 Further Assurances 

Each of the Parties shall, at the request and expense of the requesting Party, take or cause to be taken such 

action and execute and deliver or cause to be executed and delivered to the other such conveyances, 

transfers, documents and further assurances as may be reasonably necessary or desirable to give effect to 

this Agreement. 

9.11 Counterparts 

This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an 

original and all of which shall constitute one and the same agreement. Transmission by e-mail of an 

executed counterpart of this Agreement shall be deemed to constitute due and sufficient delivery of such 

counterpart. 

9.12 Severability 

Notwithstanding any provision herein, if a condition to complete the Transaction, or a covenant or an 

agreement herein is prohibited or unenforceable pursuant to Applicable Law, then such condition, covenant 

or agreement shall be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating 

the other provisions hereof. 
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9.13 Non-Waiver 

No waiver of any condition or other provision, in whole or in part, shall constitute a waiver of any other 

condition or provision (whether or not similar) nor shall such waiver constitute a continuing waiver unless 

otherwise expressly provided in writing. 

9.14 Expenses 

Each of the Parties shall pay their respective legal and accounting costs and expenses incurred in connection 

with the preparation, execution and delivery of this Agreement and all documents and instruments executed 

pursuant hereto and any other costs and expenses whatsoever and howsoever incurred. 

9.15 Monitor’s Certificate 

The Parties acknowledge and agree that the Monitor shall be entitled to deliver to the Purchaser, and file 

with the Court, the executed Monitor’s Certificate without independent investigation, upon receiving 

written confirmation from both Parties (or the applicable Party’s counsel) that all conditions of Closing in 

favour of such Party have been satisfied or waived, and the Monitor shall have no Liability to the Parties in 

connection therewith. The Parties further acknowledge and agree that upon written confirmation from both 

Parties that all conditions of Closing in favour of such Party have been satisfied or waived, the Monitor 

may deliver the executed Monitor’s Certificate to the Purchaser’s counsel, and the Closing shall be deemed 

to have occurred. 

9.16 Monitor’s Capacity 

In addition to all of the protections granted to the Monitor under the CCAA, the Initial Order and any other 

order of the Court in this CCAA Proceeding, the Vendor and the Purchaser acknowledge and agree that the 

Monitor, acting in its capacity as Monitor of the Vendor and not in its personal capacity, will have no 

Liability, in its personal capacity or otherwise, in connection with this Agreement or the Transaction 

contemplated herein whatsoever. 

[Signature Page Follows]



 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have executed this Agreement as of the day and year first above 
written. 

 

  BIOSTEEL SPORTS NUTRITION INC. 

By:  

Name: Eugene I. Davis 

Title: Director 

  I have authority to bind the Vendor. 

 

 

  DC HOLDINGS LTD. 
        

By:  

Name: Dan Crosby 

Title: CEO 

  I have authority to bind the Purchaser. 

[Signature Page – Asset Purchase Agreement (DC)]
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SPOT SALE AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT &g[\f oAgreementp' \f made as of the 16th day of February, 2024 &g[X oEffective Datep' UXgjXXa
BIOSTEEL SPORTS NUTRITION INC., a corporation pursuant to the federal laws of Canada, C/O KSV Restructuring
Inc. in its capacity as court-appointed Monitor &g[X oMonitorp' bY ;\bLgXX_ Lcbegf Ghge\g\ba BaV*, with its address located
at 220 Bay Street, 13th Floor, PO Box 20, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2W4, (the oCorporationp' TaW BioSteel Sports Inc.,
a corporation pursuant to the laws of the Province of Ontario located at 13455 Sylvestre Drive, Tecumseh, Ontario,
N8N 2L9, &g[X oBuyerp'*

WHEREAS:

A. The Corporation is engaged in the sale of sports hydration products.

B. Pursuant to an initial order of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) &g[X oCourt") dated
September 14, 2023, the Corporation commenced proceedings pursuant to the Companies' Creditors
Arrangement Act (Canada) &g[X oCCAA Proceedingsp', and those proceedings are ongoing as of the date
hereof.

C. Ha GbiX`UXe 5( .,./( g[X <becbeTg\ba TaW =< Ab_W\aZf EgW*( WUT <bTV[jbbW @ebhc bY <b`cTa\Xf &oDC
Holdingsp' XagXeXW \agb Ta 9ffXg IheV[TfX 9ZeXX`Xag &g[X oAPAp' pursuant to which the DC Holdings agreed
gb cheV[TfX fhUfgTag\T__l T__ bY g[X TffXgf bY g[X <becbeTg\ba &g[X oAPA Transactionp' bg[Xe g[Ta VXegT\a TffXgf
including the Goods. The APA provides an option for DC Holdings to purchase the Goods at any time prior to
the end of the Sale Period (as defined in the APA). DC Holdings and the Buyer entered into a bare trust
agreement as of November 30, 2023, pursuant to which the assets purchased by DC Holdings in respect of
the APA Transaction were purchased for and on behalf of the Buyer as beneficial owner.

D. The APA Transaction closed on November 30, 2023.

E. Subject to the terms of the APA, the Buyer desires to purchase Goods from the Corporation on the terms and
conditions set forth in this Agreement.

The Corporation and Buyer hereby agree as follows:

1. Definitions

1.01 Definitions. In addition to all words and phrases with initial capital letters otherwise defined herein, as used
in this Agreement (including any Schedules), certain words and phrases shall have the meanings as set out in Schedule
oAp.

2. Purchase and Sale of Goods

2.01 Purchase and Sale. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Corporation agrees to sell
and the Buyer agrees to purchase the Goods described in Schedule oBp. For greater certainty, the quantities of goods
set forth on Schedule oBp are estimates subject to variation, including based on any third party orders pending fulfillment
or due to inventory discrepancies. The estimated quantities of Goods purchased will be updated in the applicable
Purchase Order issued by the Buyer. The parties acknowledge that the Goods are being supplied by the Corporation
to the Buyer on a final sale, as-is/where-is, non-exclusive basis.

2.02 Term. The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date and shall continue through and until
title to the Goods passes to the Buyer (in accordance with Section 2.03(c)) which in any event shall be no later than
February 29, 2024. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the parties, without prejudice to any other right which the
cTeg\Xf `Tl [TiX( XTV[ cTeglqf e\Z[gf and obligations with respect to amounts payable hereunder, the provisions of
Sections 1, 4.03, 4, and Schedule oAp, Schedule oCp, will survive the expiration of this Agreement, subject only to the
applicable limitation periods of applicable Law.

2.03 Shipment and Delivery. The parties shall comply with the following ordering process and shipping
requirements:

(a) Promptly after the execution of this Agreement, the Buyer shall issue a Purchase Order for the Goods,
citing a unique Purchase Order number. Any variations made to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement by the Buyer in the Purchase Order are void and have no effect. Subject to the foregoing, the
Purchase Order shall be deemed accepted by the Corporation upon delivery.
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(b) The Corporation shall Deliver all Goods hereunder pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. Unless
otherwise agreed with the Buyer in writing, the Corporation shall Deliver the Goods EXW (Incoterms®
2020), Delivery Location Tg ;hlXeqf Vbfg on the Delivery Date. For avoidance of doubt, the Buyer shall
cover the cost to pick up the Goods at the Delivery Location.

(c) Title to the Goods f[T__ cTff gb g[X ;hlXe hcba g[X ;hlXeqf VTee\Xe having taken possession of the
shipment of Goods at the Delivery Location.

3. Prices and Payments

3.01 Purchase Price. The Corporation agrees to sell, and the Buyer agrees to purchase the Goods for the
purchase price set out in Schedule oBp.

3.02 Payment. M[X <becbeTg\ba f[T__ \ffhX Ta \aib\VX &g[X oInvoicep' gb g[X ;hlXe Ybe g[X @bbWf as identified in
the applicable Purchase Order. The Buyer shall pay for the Goods in the full amount of the Invoice within 2 business
days of having obtained approval of this Spot Sale Agreement from the Ontario Superior Court of Justice. Payment to
be made via credit card or wire transfer prior to the Delivery of the Goods. For avoidance of doubt, the Invoice shall be
fully paid prior to Delivery of the Goods to the Delivery Location. In the event of any delay in payment by the Buyer in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, any shipping deadline obligations of the Corporation shall be
temporarily suspended until such payment is made.

3.03 Taxes. All amounts due pursuant to this Agreement are exclusive of Taxes. Taxes in respect of all amounts
paid to the Corporation pursuant to this Agreement are the sole responsibility of and shall be paid by the Corporation.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Buyer shall be responsible for and shall pay to the Corporation all applicable sales,
use, value-added tax, and any other similar taxes, duties and charges of any kind imposed by a Governmental Authority
&oSales Taxp' \a eXfcXVg bY g[X T`bhagf cT\W Ybe g[X ZbbWf TaW+be fXei\VXf WXfVe\UXW [XeX\a* 9al bU_\ZTg\ba gb Vb__XVg
and remit any such Sales Tax and any penalties and/or interest determined or assessed by a Governmental Authority
for the failure to withhold, collect or remit, or the late withholding, collection, or remittance of such Sales Tax is the sole
responsibility of the Corporation. The parties shall reasonably cooperate with each other to attempt to minimize
applicable Tax and, in connection therewith, shall provide each other with relevant information as reasonably requested.

3.04 No Offset. Buyer shall not, and acknowledges that it will have no right under this Agreement, any other
agreement, document or applicable Law, to offset, withhold, recoup or debit any amounts owed (or to become due and
owing) to the Corporation or any of its Affiliates, whether under this Agreement or otherwise, against any other amount
owed (or to become due and owing) to it by g[X ;hlXe be ;hlXeqf 9YY\_\TgXf, whether relating to g[X <becbeTg\baqs or its
9YY\_\TgXfq breach or non-performance of this Agreement, any other agreement between: (i) the Buyer or any of its
Affiliates; and (ii) the Corporation or any of its Affiliates, or otherwise.

4. Representations and Warranties

4.01 Mutual Representations and Warranties. Each party hereby represents, warrants, and covenants to the
other party that at the Effective Date, the following representations and warranties are true and correct in all material
respects:

(a) it is a corporation validly formed and existing in good standing under the Laws of its jurisdiction of
formation;

(b) fhU]XVg gb ba_l gb g[X gXe`f bY g[X 9ccebiT_ TaW OXfg\aZ HeWXe ZeTagXW Ul g[X <bheg \a g[X <becbeTg\baqf
CCAA proceedings on November 16, 2023, it has all necessary corporate power, authority and capacity
to enter into this Agreement and to carry out its obligations hereunder; and

(c) fhU]XVg gb ba_l gb g[X gXe`f bY g[X 9ccebiT_ TaW OXfg\aZ HeWXe ZeTagXW Ul g[X <bheg \a g[X <becbeTg\baqf
CCAA proceedings on November 16, 2023, the execution and delivery of this Agreement and the
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby have been duly authorized by all necessary
corporate action.

4.02 Representations and Warranties of the Buyer. The Buyer hereby represents, warrants, and covenants to
the Corporation that:

(a) it conducts and for the duration of the Term shall continue to conduct its business in compliance with the
<becbeTg\baqf 9ag\-Corruption and Anti-Bribery Compliance Policy, which can be found at
https://www.canopygrowth.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Canopy-Growth-Corporation-Anti-Bribery-
and-Anti-Corruption-Policy-May-26-2022-Final.pdf and all applicable anti-corruption and anti-bribery
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laws, including but not limited to the Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act (Canada), the Canadian
Criminal Code, the Bribery Act 2010 (UK) and the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (United States)
&oAnti-Corruption Lawsp'7

(b) neither the Buyer nor its Representatives have been charged with or convicted of any offence for non-
compliance with or breach of any Anti-Corruption Laws nor has the Buyer or its Representatives been
fined or otherwise sentenced for non-compliance with or breach of any Anti-Corruption Laws or settled
any prosecution short of conviction for non-compliance with or breach of any Anti-Corruption Laws. If at
any time during the Term, this representation and warranty ceases to be true and correct in all respects,
the Buyer shall immediately provide the Corporation with written notice specifying the particulars of such
change.

(c) Buyer shall not distribute or resell the Goods outside of the United States. Buyer shall not make any
medicinal or disease-related claims, or claims of efficacy or safety, or therapeutic benefits, in publicity or
marketing materials related to the Products. Buyer shall not make any materially misleading or untrue
statements in publicity or marketing materials concerning the Products. Buyer shall be responsible for
relabelling the Goods if required to resell the Goods. For avoidance of doubt, the Corporation has no
bU_\ZTg\ba gb eX_TUX_ g[X @bbWf TaW f[T__ abg UX eXfcbaf\U_X Ybe Tal _\TU\_\gl Te\f\aZ bhg bY ;hlXeqf YT\_heX
to do so as required under applicable laws.

4.03 Disclaimer. BUYER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT: (A) THE CORPORATION IS SELLING AND
THE BUYER IS PURCHASING THE GOODS ON AN AS-IS, WHERE-IS, AS AVAILABLE, WITH ALL FAULTS AND
DEFECTS BASIS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF CONCERNING THE AVAILABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR USEFULNESS, AND
ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, ENCUMBRANCES, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY,
MERCHANTABLE QUALITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE; AND (B) THE MONITOR HAS NOT
PROVIDED ANY REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES IN RESPECT OF ANY MATTER OR THING
WHATSOEVER IN CONNECTION WITH THE TRANSACTION CONTEMPLATED HEREBY, INCLUDING WITH
RESPECT TO THE GOODS. THE BUYER FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGES, AGREES AND CONFIRMS THAT IT HAS
CONDUCTED ITS OWN INVESTIGATIONS, DUE DILIGENCE AND ANALYSIS IN SATISFYING ITSELF AS TO ALL
MATTERS RELATING TO THE TRANSACTION CONTEMPLATED HEREBY, INCLUDING WITH RESPECT TO THE
GOODS.

4.04 Intellectual Property. Corporation does not transfer to Buyer any of its Intellectual Property Rights, and Buyer
may not use any of <becbeTg\baqs Intellectual Property Rights other than to sell the Products and perform its obligations
under the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Corporation
hereby grants to Buyer a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free, and non-sublicensable licence to use all of
Corporation's trademark during the Term solely on or in connection with the resale of the Products in accordance with
the terms and conditions of this Agreement, as applicable. Buyer shall neither register, nor have registered, any of
<becbeTg\baqf BagX__XVghT_ IebcXegl K\Z[gf be Tal \agX__XVghT_ cebcXegl j[\V[ TeX f\`\_Te gb g[X <becbeTg\baqf BagX__XVghT_
Property Rights, in the Territory or elsewhere.

5. Limitation of Liability and Insurance

5.01 Limitation of Liability. The Corporation and its Affiliates shall not be liable to the Buyer or any third party for
any direct, indirect, punitive, special, incidental or consequential damages, including recall expenses or litigation
expenses of any kind, or for any loss of profits, loss of goodwill or loss of data, however arising, whether based in
contract, tort (including negligence), statute or otherwise, even if such party has been previously advised of the
possibility of such damage. In no event shall the Corporationqf be \gf 9YY\_\TgXfq total aggregate liability for any and all
Losses arising under this Agreement, whether based in contract, tort (including negligence), statute or otherwise,
exceed the amounts paid by the Buyer to the Corporation under this Agreement.

5.02 Insurance. For and during the Term, and for a period of one (1) year thereafter, the Buyer shall, at its own
cost and expense, obtain, maintain and renew commercial general liability insurance, which shall include product
liability coverage, and which is sufficient to adequately protect against the risks associated with its ongoing business,
including the risks which may arise in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, and in any
event in an amount not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence and in the aggregate (it being understood that either party
may self-insure a portion of such coverage as may be commercially reasonable). The Buyer shall ensure that such
insurance policies: (i) name the other party as an additional insured; (ii) not be cancelled or amended without thirty (30)
days prior written notice to the other party. Upon request by the Corporation, the Buyer shall furnish the other with a
certificate of insurance evidencing that such insurance coverage is in force.
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SCHEDULE A: DEFINITIONS

As indicated in Section 1.01 of this Agreement, the following words and phrases shall have the following meanings:

(a) oAffiliatep means, with respect to any Person, any other
Person that, either directly or indirectly through one or more
intermediaries, Controls, is Controlled by or is under
common Control with such Person.

(b) oBusiness Dayp `XTaf T WTl bg[Xe g[Ta T LTgheWTl(
Sunday or statutory or civic holiday in the United States or
Canada.

(c) oControlp (TaW g[X gXe`f oControlled byp TaW ounder
common Control withp' means the possession, directly or
indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the
management and policies of a Person whether through
ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise.

(d) oDeliverp `XTaf delivery by the Corporation of Goods to the
Buyer chefhTag gb T IheV[TfX HeWXe( TaW oDeliveryp TaW
oDeliveredp [TiX Vb`cTeTU_X `XTa\aZf*

(e) oDelivery Datep `XTaf the date indicated in the applicable
Purchase Order which shall be no later than February 29,
2024.

(f) oDelivery Locationp means the <becbeTg\baqf YTV\_\gl _bVTgXW
at : Allen Carlisle located at One South Shearer Drive,
Carlisle, PA; Allen Dallas located at 4801 Westport Pkwy,
Fort Worth, TX, Speed located at 2299 Kenmore Ave.,
Buffalo, NY., DM Carlisle located at 1495 Dennison Circle,
Suite 200, Carlisle, PA. 17015, DM Fresno located at 3285
South Willow Ave, Suite 103, Fresno, CA. 93725, DM St.
Louis located at 1001 Premier Parkway, Docks 7-15, Peters,
,MO. 63376, Hibbert Group located at 19521 E 32nd Pkwy,
Aurora, CO. 80011.

(g) oDisputep Tf g[X `XTa\aZ Z\iXa \a Schedule oCp.

(h) oDispute Noticep [Tf g[X `XTa\aZ Z\iXa \a Schedule oCp.

(i) oGoodsp means the goods described in Schedule oBp, to be
supplied hereunder by the Corporation to the Buyer.

(j) oGovernmental Authorityp `XTaf Tal6 &T' `h_g\aTg\baT_(
federal, provincial, state, regional, municipal, local,
governmental or public department, ministry, central bank,
court, tribunal, arbitral body, commission, agency board or
bureau, domestic or foreign; (b) any subdivision, agent,
commission, board or authority of any of the foregoing; (c)
any quasi-governmental or private body exercising any
regulatory, administrative, expropriation or tax authority
under or for the account of any of the foregoing, including
any private body having received a mandate to perform
public services; and (d) any judiciary or quasi-judiciary
tribunal, court or body.

(k) oIntellectual Property Rightsp `XTaf T__ cTgXagf( e\Z[gf gb
inventions, utility models, copyright and related rights,
trademarks, service marks, trade names, business and
corporate names, domain names and social media
identifiers, rights in trade dress or get-up, rights in goodwill
or to sue for passing off, unfair competition rights, rights in
designs, rights in computer software, database rights,
topography rights, moral rights, rights in confidential
information (including know-how and trade secrets) and any
other intellectual property rights, in each case whether

registered or unregistered and including all applications for
and renewals or extensions of such rights, and all similar or
equivalent rights or forms of protection in any part of the
world.

(l) oLawsp `XTaf T__ fgTghgXf( eXZh_Tg\baf( eh_Xf( beW\aTaVXf(
by-laws, decrees, codes, policies, judgments, orders,
rulings, decisions, approvals, notices, permits, guidelines or
directives of a Governmental Authority, including without
limitation the Food and Drugs Act, RSC 1985, c F-27, and
the Food and Drugs Regulations, CRC, c 870.

(m) oPersonp `XTaf Tal cXefba( individual, corporation, firm,
association, syndicate, partnership, joint venture, trustee,
trust corporation, division of a corporation, unincorporated
organization or other entity or a governmental agency or
political subdivision thereof.

(n) oPurchase Orderp `XTaf a purchase order issued by the
Buyer to the Corporation and accepted by the Corporation
hereunder.

(o) oRepresentativesp `XTaf, with respect to a party, that
pTeglqf 9YY\_\TgXf and its and their directors, officers, partners,
shareholders, employees, representatives, consultants,
independent contractors, subcontractors, agents, counsel,
and advisors.

(p) oTaxp `XTaf any federal, provincial, state, local, foreign and
other income, gross receipts, sales, use, value added,
production, ad valorem, excise, transfer, franchise,
registration, profits, license, lease, service, service use,
withholding, payroll, employment, unemployment,
estimated, severance, environmental, stamp, occupation,
premium, property (real or personal), real property gains, or
windfall profits, customs, duties or other taxes, fees,
assessments or charges of any kind whatsoever, together
with any interest, additions or penalties with respect thereto
and any interest in respect of such interest, additions or
penalties determined or assessed by a Governmental
Authority.
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SCHEDULE B: GOODS

GOODS: BIOSTEEL SPORTS HYDRATION, SPORTS DRINKS & WATER, PROTEIN, SPECIALTY NUTRITION

QUANTITY:

ALL REMAINING INVENTORY OWNED BY BIOSTEEL SPORTS NUTRITION INC., WHICH FOR CERTAINTY
INCLUDES

CERTAIN UNEXPIRED INVENTORY LOCATED AT VARIOUS WAREHOUSES, AS ESTIMATED IN EXHIBIT A
BELOW

CERTAIN SHORT-=9M>= BGO>GMHKR =>>F>= jNGL>EE9;E>k EH<9M>= 9M O9KBHNL P9K>AHNL>L* AS
ESTIMATED IN EXHIBIT B BELOW

BUT DOES NOT INCLUDE THE PRODUCT SUBJECT TO THE SPOT SALE AGREEMENT BETWEEN NEW
WAVE LLC AND BIOSTEEL SPORTS NUTRITION INC. DATED FEBRUARY 16, 2024

PRICE PER UNIT/PALLET:

PRICE FOR CERTAIN UNEXPIRED INVENTORY ESTIMATED IN EXHIBIT A WILL BE AT 4% OF WHOLESALE
VALUE, ESTIMATED WHOLESALE VALUE IS USD $29,020.266.62

PRICE FOR CERTAIN SHORT-DATED INVENTORY ESTIMATED IN EXHIBIT B WILL BE AT $0

TOTAL PRICE: USD $1,160,811 + A9KFHGBS>= L9E>L M9Q 'jALMk(
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EXHIBIT A

7BI@ 739 /@H>GBFIBED

8EI<C ;AEC@H<C@ ED

1<D?

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R**+(+.*5CIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc 5X[[Q C]NZTR /[e # ,03)2,

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(+.*5CIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc 5X[[Q C]NZTR /[e # /03)0,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(+.*5FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d /[e # +,'/-+)0.

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ **+(+.*5FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d /[e # +*.)3-

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(+.*5FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d /[e # +3'+1,),+

7A 9]R^Z[ **+(+.*5FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d /[e # 323)-.

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(+.*9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc 9]`V_][\[XV^ /[e # 2*3).0

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(+.*FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ /[e # ++2',/0)++

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ **+(+.*FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ /[e # 0'++/)3,

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(+.*FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ /[e # 11'21-)*/

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(+.*KIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KN_R]YRX[Z /[e # 2'-0.).,

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ **+(-+/5FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d ++[e # 3',30)3*

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/5FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d ++[e # +/*'.23)2,

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/;IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( ;]N\R ++[e # /-'/*,)+0

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ **+(-+/@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR ++[e # +.-'3/,)**

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR ++[e # +/'...)2/

>K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ **+(-+/@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR ++[e # +/.'.12).3

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/D@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc DVZW @RY[ZNQR ++ [e # -.'/.2).2

7A G_) @[`V^ **+(-+/D@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc DVZW @RY[ZNQR ++ [e # +.',./),/

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ ++[e # .*'./0)/+

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ **+(-+/FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ ++[e # ,'3*3)*-

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ ++[e # .'132).*

7A 9]R^Z[ **+(-+/FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ ++[e # 113)1.

<VOOR]_ %B<@& **+(-+/FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ ++[e # ,*3)3-

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d ++[e # +3'0+-).0
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4XXRZ 7NXXN^ **+(-+/IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d ++[e # ,-'/1,)+.

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d ++[e # -+'213)-1

<VOOR]_ %B<@& **+(-+/IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d ++[e # ,'213)*.

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR ++[e # +**'-10)/-

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(-+/K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR ++[e # /-'2*,)*0

7A 9]R^Z[ **+(-+/K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR ++[e # ++3)30

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ **+(1**5FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d ,.[e # ,-'1/.)1,

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(1**5FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d ,.[e # 0,'/2+)*3

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R**+(1**;IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( ;]N\R ,.[e # +'*13)10

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ **+(1**;IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( ;]N\R ,.[e # ,2'-.-)1*

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(1**;IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( ;]N\R ,.[e # +,+'/+1)33

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(1**@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR ,.[e # 2'*32),*

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(1**FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ ,.[e # 2'*32),*

>K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ **+(1**FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ ,.[e # ,/'113),1

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(1**IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d ,.[e # 0/',2*).3

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(1**IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d ,.[e # ,*',3*).3

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(1**K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR ,.[e # +.'0,+)1/

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5+,;IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª ;]N\R %IG& # ++'22+)/.

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5+,@@IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª @RY[Z @VYR %IG& # +-'00.)13

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5+,@@IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª @RY[Z @VYR %IG& # ,.'1/+)/+

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R**+(5+,DAIG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª DRNPU ANZT[ %IG& # 0++).*

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5+,DAIG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª DRNPU ANZT[ %IG& # 1'++,)0,

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5+,FHIG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ %IG& # +.'+,-)-.

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5+,IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª AVcRQ 5R]]d %IG& # 0,'31.),*

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5+,IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª AVcRQ 5R]]d %IG& # ,-'01+)-1

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5+,K9IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª KUV_R 9]RReR %IG& # ,1'1*0)0+

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5+,K9IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ª KUV_R 9]RReR %IG& # ,.'/-1)/,

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.5CIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c 5X[[Q C]NZTR %IG& # /0'31.)--
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,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R**+(5,.5FIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d %IG& # 0'03,),2

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.5FIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d %IG& # +3'0./)*2

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.5FIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d %IG& # ,3'.-+)0.

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.6@IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª 6UR]]d @VYR %IG& # +,'*1+),3

7A 9]R^Z[ **+(5,.6@IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª 6UR]]d @VYR %IG& # .'-1+)/1

7A G_) @[`V^ **+(5,.6@IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª 6UR]]d @VYR %IG& # +*'1,,)*.

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R**+(5,.;4IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª ;]RRZ 4\\XR %IG& # .-+)10

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.;4IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª ;]RRZ 4\\XR %IG& # /0'33,)-,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.;IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª ;]N\R %IG& # ,-',*1)+*

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.;IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª ;]N\R %IG& # +1'1-2)+.

7A 9]R^Z[ **+(5,.;IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª ;]N\R %IG& # -'*10),3

7A G_) @[`V^ **+(5,.;IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª ;]N\R %IG& # 2'33/)**

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.=DIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c =PR D[\ %IG& # +1',1*).*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.@@IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª @RY[Z @VYR %IG& # +*'1,,)*.

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.@@IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª @RY[Z @VYR %IG& # ,2'3,1)3,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.A5IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª AVcRQ 5R]]d %IG& # +.'013)2.

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.A5IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª AVcRQ 5R]]d %IG& # ,3'2./).+

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.D@IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª DVZW @RY[ZNQR %IG& # -,'.+1)32

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.D@IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª DVZW @RY[ZNQR %IG& # ,',.2)1/

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R**+(5,.DAIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª DRNPU ANZT[ %IG& # -'003)30

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.DAIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª DRNPU ANZT[ %IG& # ,*'*10)2.

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.DAIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª DRNPU ANZT[ %IG& # ,2'1.2)*,

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.DMIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª DVZRN\\XR M`e` %IG& # ,/'3*/)0*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R**+(5,.FHIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ %IG& # 0',0*)/,

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.FHIG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ %IG& # ,0'2/3)*1

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R**+(5,.K9IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª KUV_R 9]RReR %IG& # 0',0*)/,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.K9IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª KUV_R 9]RReR %IG& # ,+'2*-)22

7A 6N]XV^XR **+(5,.K9IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ª KUV_R 9]RReR %IG& # -3'3+3)2+
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4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **,(5@IG 5V[G_RRX 8^^RZ_VNX 8XRP_][Xd_R^ %IG& # .'313)+1

7A 6N]XV^XR **,(5@IG 5V[G_RRX 8^^RZ_VNX 8XRP_][Xd_R^ %IG& # /'/13)*1

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR **,(;@I(IG 5V[G_RRX ;X`_NYVZR 2[e %IG& # ,/'1+*)33

7A 6N]XV^XR **,(;@I(IG 5V[G_RRX ;X`_NYVZR 2[e %IG& # ,'2++)-,

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e # /22'03*)**

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e # -/-'+0*)**

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e # -/+'***)**

>K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ *+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e # //-',00)**

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *+*(1;IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( ;]N\R DNPWR_ *),.[e # ./0'-0+),*

<VOOR]_ %B<@& *+*(1;IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( ;]N\R DNPWR_ *),.[e # +'0,*)**

>K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ *+*(1;IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( ;]N\R DNPWR_ *),.[e # 21'.0*),*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e # +2*)**

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e # /,'0/*)**

>K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ *+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e # 3/',*/)0*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*+*(1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ DNPWR_ %*),.[e& # +'**+'1**)**

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *+*(1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ DNPWR_ %*),.[e& # /1.'++*)**

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *+*(1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ DNPWR_ %*),.[e& # ,32'-33)/*

>K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ *+*(1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ DNPWR_ %*),.[e& # -1/'.*2)3*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*+*(1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ DNPWR_ *),.[e # +.1'0./)**

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *+*(1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ DNPWR_ *),.[e # 0-0'00*)**

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *+*(1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ DNPWR_ *),.[e # 0.3'-/*)**

>K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ *+*(1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ DNPWR_ *),.[e # 213'*1.)+*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*+*(1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e # ,,'11*)**

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *+*(1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e # 2-/'1/3)2*

>K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ *+*(1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e # 013'2,.)**

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*+*(1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR DNPWR_ %*),.[e& # 2'/1,)/*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *+*(1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR DNPWR_ %*),.[e& # +'*.*'*1-)-*

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *+*(1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR DNPWR_ %*),.[e& # ,,2'+/*)**
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>K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ *+*(1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR DNPWR_ %*),.[e& # ,0/'*2+)/*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *+*(1KIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KN_R]YRX[Z DNPWR_ *),.[e # ,-'.3*)**

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *+*(1KIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KN_R]YRX[Z DNPWR_ *),.[e # +*-'-..)-*

<VOOR]_ %B<@& *+*(1KIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KN_R]YRX[Z DNPWR_ *),.[e # 2+*)**

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # +-'-03)02

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # ++3',+,)32

7A 6N]XV^XR *++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # +'..,'-*2)+.

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*++(*1D@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª DVZW @RY[ZNQR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # /'/-.)10

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *++(*1D@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª DVZW @RY[ZNQR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # ,,3',31),*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # 02',/*)*0

7A 6N]XV^XR *++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # +'+31'22*),*

<VOOR]_ %B<@& *++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # 3'./,),,

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # ,'1-+)..

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # .01),,

7A 6N]XV^XR *++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # 2/'-3-)..

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # -3+'223)10

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # ++*'32,)1,

7A 6N]XV^XR *++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # +'+22'*02)/2

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # +*1'1.2)+,

7A 6N]XV^XR *++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& # +'+32'220)/,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *++(+05FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& # +-'2+,).2

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *++(+0DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª DRNPU ANZT[ +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& # +**'+.*).2

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *++(+0FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& # 2/'+10)30

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ª AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& # 32'323)..

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*/*(+2**IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ ª 6U[P[XN_R 0-)/ [e # 0*'2*+)/,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR */*(+2**IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ ª 6U[P[XN_R 0-)/ [e # 31+'-30)00

7A 6N]XV^XR */*(+2**IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ ª 6U[P[XN_R 0-)/ [e # ,*'/1/)+*

7A G_) @[`V^ */*(+2**IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ ª 6U[P[XN_R 0-)/ [e # ,'2//)-,
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4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR */*(1*IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ GNPUR_ 6U[P[XN_R ,)/ [e # +**',*3)-/

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*/+(+2**IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ ª JNZVXXN 0-)/[e # -',--),-

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR */+(+2**IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ ª JNZVXXN 0-)/[e # 32+'2+*)+2

7A 6N]XV^XR */+(+2**IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ ª JNZVXXN 0-)/[e # ,2'+--)-*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*/+(1*IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ GNPUR_ JNZVXXN ,)/ [e # 1-)+*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR */+(1*IG FRP[aR]d D][_RVZ DX`^ GNPUR_ JNZVXXN ,)/ [e # 3-'*3/)**

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*0*(.0,6IG DXNZ_ D][_RVZ 5V[^_RRX ª 6U[P[XN_R +XO %IG& # 01'+11)0*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *0*(.0,6IG DXNZ_ D][_RVZ 5V[^_RRX ª 6U[P[XN_R +XO %IG& # 2,'*,,)0/

7A 6N]XV^XR *0*(.0,6IG DXNZ_ D][_RVZ 5V[^_RRX ª 6U[P[XN_R +XO %IG& # /'-32),*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*0*(.0,JIG DXNZ_ D][_RVZ 5V[^_RRX ª JNZVXXN +XO %IG& # 0/'-12),*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *0*(.0,JIG DXNZ_ D][_RVZ 5V[^_RRX ª JNZVXXN +XO %IG& # 2+'.2,)2-

7A 6N]XV^XR *0*(.0,JIG DXNZ_ D][_RVZ 5V[^_RRX ª JNZVXXN +XO %IG& # /'-32),*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *0*(56DIG(+ DXNZ_ D][_RVZ 5V[^_RRX ª 5NZNZN 6]RYR DVR +XO %IG& # +//'2,2)*.

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*0*(56IG(+ DXNZ_ D][_RVZ 5V[^_RRX ª 5X`ROR]]d 6[OOXR] +XO %IG& # /'*-2)-,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *0*(56IG(+ DXNZ_ D][_RVZ 5V[^_RRX ª 5X`ROR]]d 6[OOXR] +XO %IG& # +-0'*-.)0.

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*01(--(BG9 DXNZ_ 5N^RQ D][_RVZ ( 6U[P[XN_R +), [e GNPUR_ BG9 # +'/1/)**

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *01(--(BG9 DXNZ_ 5N^RQ D][_RVZ ( 6U[P[XN_R +), [e GNPUR_ BG9 # 3*'-1+)1/

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*01(2,/IG DXNZ_ 5N^RQ D][_RVZ ( 6U[P[XN_R ,3[e BG9 # 2'./1)+2

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *01(2,/IG DXNZ_ 5N^RQ D][_RVZ ( 6U[P[XN_R ,3[e BG9 # ,2/'*,.)30

7A 6N]XV^XR *01(2,/IG DXNZ_ 5N^RQ D][_RVZ ( 6U[P[XN_R ,3[e BG9 # -*'-+3)23

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *02(--(BG9 DXNZ_ 5N^RQ D][_RVZ ª JNZVXXN +), [e GNPUR_ BG9 # 2-'+,/)**

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*02(2,/IG DXNZ_ 5N^RQ D][_RVZ ( JNZVXXN ,3[e BG9 # +,'/*/)2-

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *02(2,/IG DXNZ_ 5N^RQ D][_RVZ ( JNZVXXN ,3[e BG9 # +0,'1//)1-

7A 6N]XV^XR *02(2,/IG DXNZ_ 5N^RQ D][_RVZ ( JNZVXXN ,3[e BG9 # +1'/..)+/

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*1*(+**K5IG +**$ KURd D][_RVZ ª 6U[P[XN_R ,0)/[e # 3'3*/)--

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *1*(+**K5IG +**$ KURd D][_RVZ ª 6U[P[XN_R ,0)/[e # /+1'./,),2

7A 6N]XV^XR *1*(+**K5IG +**$ KURd D][_RVZ ª 6U[P[XN_R ,0)/[e # +.'+.,)10

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*1*(-. KD= 6U[P[XN_R +), [e GNPUR_ BG9 # +'+.+)**
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4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *1*(-. KD= 6U[P[XN_R +), [e GNPUR_ BG9 # 3/'.,,),/

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*1*(2+0IG KD= 6U[P[XN_R ,2)2[e # /'020).,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *1*(2+0IG KD= 6U[P[XN_R ,2)2[e # -3*'*3/)0+

7A 6N]XV^XR *1*(2+0IG KD= 6U[P[XN_R ,2)2[e # 0'.12),*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*1+(+**K5IG +**$ KURd D][_RVZ ª JNZVXXN ,/)0[e # 0'+/-)1,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *1+(+**K5IG +**$ KURd D][_RVZ ª JNZVXXN ,/)0[e # 2*/'31/)-2

7A 6N]XV^XR *1+(+**K5IG +**$ KURd D][_RVZ ª JNZVXXN ,/)0[e # ,,'0..)0+

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*1+(-. KD= JNZVXXN +), [e GNPUR_ BG9 # 23),/

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *1+(-. KD= JNZVXXN +), [e GNPUR_ BG9 # 1/'.,/)**

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *1+(2+0IG KD= JNZVXXN ,2)2[e # ++2'.13)*2

7A 6N]XV^XR *1+(2+0IG KD= JNZVXXN ,2)2[e # /'*1.)/3

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R*2*(,**IG G\[]_ 6[XXNTRZ 5XRZQ ª IZSXNa[`]RQ 1[e # ,-3)2.

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR *2*(,**IG G\[]_ 6[XXNTRZ 5XRZQ ª IZSXNa[`]RQ 1[e # -2'1.3)+/

7A 6N]XV^XR *2*(,**IG G\[]_ 6[XXNTRZ 5XRZQ ª IZSXNa[`]RQ 1[e # ,'0-2),.

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R,+*(D4D59IG DXNZ_ 4YVZ[ D[bR] ª 5R]]d 9`^V[Z 1). [e # +3',+-)-,

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,+*(D4D59IG DXNZ_ 4YVZ[ D[bR] ª 5R]]d 9`^V[Z 1). [e # .-'+10)**

7A 6N]XV^XR ,+*(D4D59IG DXNZ_ 4YVZ[ D[bR] ª 5R]]d 9`^V[Z 1). [e # +.'3-+)1*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R,+*(D4D6HIG DXNZ_ 4YVZ[ D[bR] ª 6V_]`^ HbV^_ 1). [e # +3'+*/)-2

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,+*(D4D6HIG DXNZ_ 4YVZ[ D[bR] ª 6V_]`^ HbV^_ 1). [e # -0'/3+)00

7A 6N]XV^XR ,+*(D4D6HIG DXNZ_ 4YVZ[ D[bR] ª 6V_]`^ HbV^_ 1). [e # +0'.*0)22

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -**(+*D5IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +,P_ 6NQQd # +1',0/)0*

7A 6N]XV^XR -**(+*D5IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +,P_ 6NQQd # +'/+*)1.

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -**(+*D6IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +,P_ 6NQQd # /1/)/,

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R-**(-*04@IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ ª 4PNV @RY[ZNQR +*)2[e # +//'+01)-,

7A 6N]XV^XR -**(-*04@IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ ª 4PNV @RY[ZNQR +*)2[e # .13)2*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -**(-*0D5IG G\[]_ ;]RRZ^ ª D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +*)2[e # 10',+0),-

7A 6N]XV^XR -**(-*0D5IG G\[]_ ;]RRZ^ ª D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +*)2[e # +*'+1+)10

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -**(-*0D6IG G\[]_ ;]RRZ^ ª DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +*)2[e # /1'2-3)23
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7A 6N]XV^XR -**(-*0D6IG G\[]_ ;]RRZ^ ª DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +*)2[e # /',/-)2+

7A 6N]XV^XR -**(59DIG 5RR_^ 5d 5V[G_RRX D]R(K[]W[`_ 1)3 [e ª 9]`V_ D`ZPU # /'*3+)+1

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R2**(+2*6FIG 6]RN_VZR 0)- [e # ++'./1)+2

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 2**(+2*6FIG 6]RN_VZR 0)- [e # +2-'/.2)1*

7A 6N]XV^XR 2**(-**54IG 5R_N(4XNZVZR +*)0 [e %IG& # -'.+0)-1

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^RFH7(5FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0)1 [e # +3),/

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR FH7(5FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0)1 [e # +3+'03+)/*

7A 6N]XV^XR FH7(5FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0)1 [e # +0'3/3),/

<VOOR]_ %B<@& FH7(5FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0)1 [e # .'011)1/

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR FH7(5FIG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW # .0/'0+3)**

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ FH7(5FIG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW # +.-',,*)**

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^RFH7(6@IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 6UR]]d @VYR +0)1 [e ª +, \NPW # +1'.,+),/

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR FH7(6@IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 6UR]]d @VYR +0)1 [e ª +, \NPW # ,-*',+*)1/

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ FH7(6@IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 6UR]]d @VYR +0)1 [e ª +, \NPW # 0'033)**

7A 6N]XV^XR FH7(6@IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 6UR]]d @VYR +0)1 [e ª +, \NPW # +3'+1-)**

<VOOR]_ %B<@& FH7(6@IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª 6UR]]d @VYR +0)1 [e ª +, \NPW # +'0//)/*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR FH7(;FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª ;]N\R +0)1 [e # +0+'*2.)**

7A 6N]XV^XR FH7(;FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª ;]N\R +0)1 [e # ,',--)**

<VOOR]_ %B<@& FH7(;FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª ;]N\R +0)1 [e # 2',+3)1/

7A 6N]XV^XR FH7(A5IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª AVcRQ 5R]]d +0)1 [e # ++/)/*

<VOOR]_ %B<@& FH7(A5IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª AVcRQ 5R]]d +0)1 [e # .'++3)/*

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^RFH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e # +3'.*.)**

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e # ++-'22-)**

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e # +,+',1/)**

7A 6N]XV^XR FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e # /'1-0)/*

<VOOR]_ %B<@& FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e # ,1'131)**

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^RFH7(FHIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e # -2)/*

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR FH7(FHIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e # +'121'-0,)/*
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7A 6N]XV^XR FH7(FHIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e # +3'.,-),/

7A 9]R^Z[ FH7(FHIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e # +3),/

<VOOR]_ %B<@& FH7(FHIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e # 1'*0.)1/

4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR FH7(FHIG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW # +,0'*+*)/*

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ FH7(FHIG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW # -*'*-*)**

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ FH7(K4H8F(+,FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª KN_R] +0)1 [e # +2'+--)/*

<VOOR]_ %B<@& FH7(K4H8F(+,FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª KN_R] +0)1 [e # -,'12,)1/

,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^RFH7(K9IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª KUV_R 9]RReR +0)1 [e # -2)/*

4XXRZ 7NXXN^ FH7(K9IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª KUV_R 9]RReR +0)1 [e # +3),/

7A 6N]XV^XR FH7(K9IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª KUV_R 9]RReR +0)1 [e # +3),/

<VOOR]_ %B<@& FH7(K9IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ª KUV_R 9]RReR +0)1 [e # 3'3--)**

# ,3'*,*',00)0,

.$

97/ )%)+(%,)('++

EXHIBIT B

G?I 7R^P]V\_V[Z @[PN_V[Z

CZ <NZQ

E_d

FH7(5FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0)1 [e ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +,0

FH7(FHIG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +2

FH7(FHIG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R /.

FH7(K9IG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .2

FH7(K9IG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +,

FH7(K9IG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +20
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FH7(K9IG(0L. FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0)1 [e 0c. \NPW ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .,

*& 7F@@? ;<G@AEJH@ 8EI<C

FH7(5FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,

FH7(5FIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,

FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +,0

FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 1

FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +,0

FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +,0

FH7(FHIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +,/

FH7(FHIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +,0

FH7(K4H8F(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( KN_R] +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +/

-CC@D .<GCBHC@ 8EI<C

FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *

FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ *

-CC@D /<CC<H 8EI<C

FH7(CFIGA=4(+,FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( H][\VPNX C]NZTR +0)1 [e 7A 6N]XV^XR -0*

/5 .<GCBHC@ 8EI<C

FH7(DAIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0)1 [e 7A 9]R^Z[ ,

FH7(FHIG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0)1 [e 7A 9]R^Z[ +

FH7(K9IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0)1 [e 7A 9]R^Z[ .

/5 0G@HDE 8EI<C

FH7(A5IG(+, FRNQd _[ 7]VZW HR_]N DNW ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0)1 [e <VOOR]_ %B<@& +

1B==@GI #614$ 8EI<C

**+(5+,DAIG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ( DRNPU ANZT[ %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R 103

**+(5+,KIG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ( KN_R]YRX[Z %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +**1

**,(5@IG 5V[G_RRX 8^^RZ_VNX 8XRP_][Xd_R^ %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +**

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R ,0
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*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +-

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R 1+

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R -3,

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R -

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R ,2

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R -+

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R ++1

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +-

*++(+05FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +0

*++(+05FIGB<@ <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& B<@,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .

*++(+0DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R /3

*++(+0DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R 30

*++(+0FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R 2

*++(+0FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .2

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R 0*

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R /-

-**(+*D5IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +,P_ 6NQQd ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R 1**

-**(+*D6IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +,P_ 6NQQd ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .

*& 7F@@? ;<G@AEJH@ 8EI<C

**+(5+,K9IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ( KUV_R 9]RReR %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 2*

**+(5+,K9IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ( KUV_R 9]RReR %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 2*

**+(5,.@@IG 5V[G_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ,.P_ 5[c ( @RY[Z @VYR %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 0/2

**,(5@IG 5V[G_RRX 8^^RZ_VNX 8XRP_][Xd_R^ %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -22
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*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -22

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -22

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 2

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 2

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 2

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 2

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 2

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -00

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -2.

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 02

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -22

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,
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*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +0

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +2

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,/3

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,/3

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +0.

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,
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*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +3,

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,
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*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -+0

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR --0

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,-0

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,0

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,0

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,0
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*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,0

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,0

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,0

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR .0

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 2

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30
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*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30
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*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,0

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30
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*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR 30

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

*++(+0K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR +0P_ ;`^^R_ 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR -3,

-**(+*D5IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,+0

-**(+*D5IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,+0

-**(+*D5IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,2*

-**(+*D5IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,2*

-**(+*D5IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ D[YRT]NZN_R 5R]]d +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,+0

-**(+*D6IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +1*

-**(+*D6IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +1*

-**(+*D6IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +1*

-**(+*D6IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +1*

-**(+*D6IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR +1*

-**(+*D6IG G\[]_^ ;]RRZ^ DVZRN\\XR 6[P[Z`_ +,P_ 6NQQd 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ,/,

-CC@D .<GCBHC@ 8EI<C

*++(*15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ +-

-CC@D /<CC<H 8EI<C

**+(5+,;IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ( ;]N\R %IG& 7A 6N]XV^XR +0
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**+(5+,FHIG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ %IG& 7A 6N]XV^XR 3,*

**+(5+,K9IG 5V[^_RRX <dQ]N_V[Z AVc +,P_ 5[c ( KUV_R 9]RReR %IG& 7A 6N]XV^XR +

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 7A 6N]XV^XR -2

/5 .<GCBHC@ 8EI<C

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 7A 9]R^Z[ 0.

*++(*1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 7A 9]R^Z[ 00

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 7A 9]R^Z[ 1/

*++(*1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 7A 9]R^Z[ +2+

/5 0G@HDE 8EI<C

*++(*1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 7A G_) @[`V^ 0*-

*++(*1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d 1P_ 5[c 6NQQd %IG& 7A G_) @[`V^ ,0.

/5 7I' 4EJBH 8EI<C

*+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R +22,/

*+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .-,**

*+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R ./***

*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R --.

*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R .,

*+*(1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR DNPWR_ %*),.[e& ,( G\RRQ KN]RU[`^R 0-**

*& 7F@@? ;<G@AEJH@ 8EI<C

*+*(1KIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KN_R]YRX[Z DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 6N]XV^XR ./***

-CC@D .<GCBHC@ 8EI<C

*+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ /3

*+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ 0

*+*(1;IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( ;]N\R DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ ,2

*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ +*/

*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ ,.

*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ +*/

*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ 2+
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*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ ,-

*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ ,/

*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ ++.

*+*(1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ 20

*+*(1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e 4XXRZ 7NXXN^ +*+

-CC@D /<CC<H 8EI<C

*+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e <VOOR]_ %B<@& -**

*+*(15FIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( 5X`R FN^\OR]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e <VOOR]_ %B<@& 3**

*+*(1@@IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( @RY[Z @VYR DNPWR_ *),.[e <VOOR]_ %B<@& +2**

*+*(1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ DNPWR_ %*),.[e& <VOOR]_ %B<@& ,10**

*+*(1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ DNPWR_ %*),.[e& <VOOR]_ %B<@& .*2**

*+*(1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ DNPWR_ %*),.[e& <VOOR]_ %B<@& ,.3***

*+*(1FHIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( FNVZO[b HbV^_ DNPWR_ *),.[e <VOOR]_ %B<@& -**

*+*(1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e <VOOR]_ %B<@& 1/**

*+*(1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e <VOOR]_ %B<@& +*/**

*+*(1IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( AVcRQ 5R]]d DNPWR_ *),.[e <VOOR]_ %B<@& 2+**

*+*(1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR DNPWR_ %*),.[e& <VOOR]_ %B<@& .,**

*+*(1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR DNPWR_ %*),.[e& <VOOR]_ %B<@& .32**

*+*(1K9IG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KUV_R 9]RReR DNPWR_ %*),.[e& <VOOR]_ %B<@& -12**

*+*(1KIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( KN_R]YRX[Z DNPWR_ *),.[e <VOOR]_ %B<@& 2.**

1B==@GI #614$ 8EI<C

*+*(1DAIG <dQ]N_V[Z AVc ( DRNPU ANZT[ DNPWR_ %*),.[e& >K B`_]V_V[ZNX^ +3/**

2; 6JIGBIBED<CH 8EI<C
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SCHEDULE C: GENERAL PROVISIONS

As indicated in Section 6.03 of this Agreement, the parties agree to the following general provisions:

C.1 Disclaimer. For all purposes of this Agreement, each party
will be and act as an independent contractor. The
Corporation and the Buyer are not partners, joint venturers,
or in a principal-agent or employer-employee relationship
and nothing contained in this Agreement will be construed
so as to imply a partnership, joint venture, principal-agent, or
employer-employee relationship between the parties. In the
absence of express written authorization, neither party will
have any power to create any obligation, express or implied,
on behalf of the other party.

C.2 Change in Law. The parties acknowledge and confirm that
the businesses of the parties are and will be subject to
extensive regulation, including under applicable Laws. The
parties have attempted to structure their relationship
pursuant to this Agreement in compliance with all applicable
Laws. The parties will cooperate to amend this Agreement
to ensure compliance with such applicable Laws, to the
extent required to comply with such Laws. In particular, in
the event that a Governmental Authority advises the parties
that any provision of this Agreement fails to comply with any
such Laws, such provision shall be null and void and the
parties shall use commercially reasonable efforts to amend
the terms of this Agreement such that it complies with all
applicable Laws while preserving the intent of the parties as
contemplated herein and such that the contractual
arrangements remain beneficial to both parties. In the event
that a Governmental Authority advises that this Agreement
as a whole does not comply with applicable Laws, this
Agreement shall be terminated and of no further force or
effect except for the provisions that are intended to survive
such termination.

C.3 Interpretation. For purposes of this Agreement (including
Tal LV[XWh_Xf [XeXgb'6 &\' g[X jbeWf o\aV_hWXp( o\aV_hWXfp
TaW o\aV_hW\aZp TeX WXX`XW gb UX Yb__bjXW Ul g[X jbeWf
oj\g[bhg _\`\gTg\bap7 &\\' g[X jbeW obep \f abg XkV_hf\iX7 &\\\' g[X
jbeWf o[XeX\ap( o[XeXbYp( o[XeXUlp( #[XeXgb# TaW o[XeXhaWXep
refer to this Agreement as a whole; and (iv) where necessary
or appropriate, the singular and plural shall be deemed to
include each other, and the masculine, feminine and neuter
shall be deemed to include each other. Unless otherwise
explicitly stated or the context otherwise requires, references
herein: (A) to Sections, Schedules and Exhibits mean the
sections of, and schedules and exhibits attached to, this
Agreement; (B) to an agreement, instrument or other
document means such agreement, instrument or other
document as amended, supplemented and modified from
time to time to the extent permitted by the provisions thereof;
(C) to a statute means such statute as amended from time
to time and includes any successor legislation thereto and
any regulations promulgated thereunder; and (D) to any
dollar amount means Canadian dollars.

C.4 Schedules. The Schedules to this Agreement are an
integral part of this Agreement and are deemed incorporated
by reference herein to the same extent as if they were set
forth verbatim herein.

C.5 Order of Precedence. The express terms and conditions
contained in this Agreement and the Purchase Order issued
hereunder exclusively govern and control each pTeglqf
respective rights and obligations regarding the purchase and

sale of the Goods. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if any
terms and conditions contained in a Purchase Order conflict
with any terms and conditions contained in the body of this
Agreement, the terms of this Agreement shall govern and
control. Any additional, contrary or different terms contained
in the Buyerqf Purchase Order or other communications, and
any other attempt to modify, supersede, supplement or
otherwise alter this Agreement, are deemed rejected by
Corporation and will not modify this Agreement or be binding
on Corporation unless such terms have been fully approved
in writing by Corporation and the Buyer.

C.6 Non-Business Days. Whenever payments are to be made
or an action is to be taken on a day which is not a Business
Day, such payment must be made or such action must be
taken on or not later than the next succeeding Business Day.

C.7 Time of Essence. Time is of the essence in this Agreement.

C.8 Further Assurances. The parties shall, with reasonable
diligence, hold all meetings, perform all acts, execute and
deliver all documents and instruments and do all things that
are necessary or desirable to give effect to this Agreement.

C.9 Counterparts. The parties may execute this Agreement in
counterparts and in electronic means, each of which will be
deemed to be an original. The counterparts together will
constitute one and the same instrument, notwithstanding
that all of the parties are not signatories to the original or the
same counterpart.

C.10 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, its recitals, its
Schedules and any other agreement or document
incorporated by reference herein (including the APA)
constitute the entire Agreement between the parties hereto
and supersede all prior agreements, representations,
warranties, statements, promises, information,
arrangements and understandings, whether oral or written,
express or implied, with respect to the subject matter hereof.
No modification or amendment to this Agreement may be
made unless agreed to by the parties hereto in writing. To
the extent there are any inconsistencies between this
Agreement and the APA (other than solely in respect of the
sale price for the Goods), the terms of the APA shall prevail.

C.11 Waiver. Any party hereto which is entitled to the benefits of
this Agreement may waive any term or condition hereof at
any time.

C.12 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted and
the rights of the parties shall be determined in accordance
with the laws of the Province of Ontario and the laws of
Canada applicable in the Province of Ontario.

C.13 Dispute Resolution.

(a) Intent and Condition Precedent. The parties
acknowledge their common intent that any dispute
between the parties arising under or relating to this
9ZeXX`Xag &XTV[( T oDisputep' UX \WXag\Y\XW Tf XTe_l Tf
reasonably possible and resolved promptly and
efficiently in a manner that does not disrupt or affect
adversely the performance of this Agreement.
Accordingly, the parties agree that the procedures set
out in this Section C.13 shall be the exclusive
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mechanism to resolve any Dispute arising between
them relating to this Agreement, and the parties agree
that the completion of each of the stages of dispute
resolution herein set out shall be a condition precedent
to the use of any subsequent stage of dispute
resolution. The parties shall continue to perform their
obligations under this Agreement pending the
resolution of any Dispute and the failure to do so shall
be a breach of a material obligation of this Agreement.

(b) Stage I T Negotiation. A party shall send written notice
gb g[X bg[Xe ITegl bY Tal =\fchgX &oDispute Noticep'*
The parties shall first attempt in good faith to resolve
any Dispute set forth in the Dispute Notice by
negotiation and consultation between themselves. The
negotiation period for the resolution of the Dispute shall
be ten (10) days from the date of the Dispute Notice,
unless extended by written agreement of the parties.

(c) Stage II T Mediation. If the parties are unable to resolve
the Dispute within the negotiation period prescribed by
Section C.13(b), the parties shall submit the Dispute to
mediation to a mutually acceptable mediator. The
parties agree to meet within five (5) days of the
appointment of the mediator and to participate in good
faith in the mediation for a period of up to five (5) days.
The costs of the mediator appointed under this Section
C.13(c) shall be shared equally between the parties.

(d) Stage III T Arbitration. If the parties are unable to agree
on the appointment of a mutually acceptable mediator
or are not successful in resolving the Dispute through
the mediation within the five (5) day period, then the
parties agree that the Dispute shall be finally and
conclusively resolved by arbitration in accordance with
the Arbitration Act, 1991 (Ontario), subject to the
following provisions:
(i) The legal seat of the arbitration shall be Toronto,

Ontario.
(ii) There shall be one (1) arbitrator appointed by

mutual agreement of the parties within twenty (20)
days following the five (5) day mediation period.
Absent agreement, the arbitrator shall be
appointed in accordance with the Arbitration Act,
1991 (Ontario).

(iii) The language of the arbitration, including the
hearings, documentation and award shall be in
English.

(iv) The arbitration panel will commence the
arbitration hearing within twenty (20) days of the
TeU\geTgbeqf Tccb\ag`Xag*

(v) The arbitration panel will be required to issue their
decision within ten (10) days following conclusion
of the arbitration hearing.

(vi) The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and
binding on the parties, and there shall be no right
to appeal such decision, whether on a question of
law, a question of fact, or a mixed question of fact
and law.

(vii) The parties shall each bear their own legal costs
and expenses of the arbitration.

(viii) The arbitration procedures, hearings, documents
and award shall remain strictly confidential
between the parties.

(e) Discussions Without Prejudice. In recognition that the
deliberations in contemplated by Sections C.13(b) and
C.13(c) hereof are undertaken specifically for the
purpose of attempting to settle Disputes, the parties
acknowledge and agree that all such deliberations and
negotiations are undertaken on a without prejudice
basis, and no part of any such deliberations and
negotiations shall be admissible in evidence in any
arbitration commenced pursuant to Section C.13(d) or
otherwise in any proceedings brought by either party
relative to the Dispute or any matter arising from or
related to the Dispute at any time. Furthermore, all such
deliberations and negotiations shall remain strictly
confidential between the parties.

C.14 Successors and Assigns. This Agreement shall be binding
on and enure to the benefit of the heirs, executors,
administrators and permitted successors and assigns of the
parties hereto.

C.15 Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is void or
unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement will remain
in full force and will not be terminated.

C.16 Section Headings. Section headings are for convenience
purposes only and shall not affect the interpretation of this
Agreement.

C.17 Drafting. Each party acknowledges and agrees that it has
participated in the drafting of this Agreement and,
accordingly, this Agreement shall not be interpreted either
more or less favourably for any party by virtue of the fact that
one party or its counsel has been principally responsible for
the drafting of all or a portion of this Agreement.
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